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CHRISTMAS CAROL.
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live mouse
explanation on her part
enemy in the world as I know!”
or lizard there; which
Careless feed, irregular drink, and rough
him to enjoy the solitude of death. As rumor whom avarice or cupidity held back; to the wife
a member also,) replied, innocently,
beget those terrible halluciusage the horse moves it lifts and puts down these
being
“But,
need
not reply to
sir,
of
to
you
the
to
favorite
of
after
the
Proeulus,
hard
Sallust,
service, cause most of the complaints' feet just as an animal lifts and
my quesdaughnations which, under various kind- and
forms.
puts down its tion, unless you arc perfectly willin«\” said has it, a young physician of this city got ters of the house of the Poet who have tarried to that she thought it was Mrs. Jones! The trifront which bor e-flesh sutlers.
feet when progressing.
word of the negligent burial, and with a
t lie stranger.
gather up their jewels! They will fall suffocated al was postponed for further evidence.
professional ardor quite refreshing, lie re- among these trinkets, which, scattered around [Sulliyan (Iowa) Union.
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< >f course the suggestion
than for victory: nor turn back to camp because, time to ripen into blessings of which nil that work too far, and then' is an inevitable iva-lion.
of evil> growing out of the latter proposal at onec j some raw recruit on picket, with the impetuosity, ami waiting were actual elements. The seeming All the
Gov.
unusual
thrillexperience of humanity since creation
arises. Hut it may he that the example of the of terror, unable to discern front from rear, or cleatli fortohl and foreordained the life. The
And in seeking
us to this position.
length, so much so that we decide to make extracts General Government which com polled us to sus- j friend from foe, shriek.- at me for the counter- ing story of the voyagers rang round the world
ami seemed to have rang itself away. But it is heard
ot the more important portions, instead of tilling peml specie payments, may also compel us for a j sign.
,
and special police,
enactments,
by
penalties
other
the
aide,
on
swelling
Let us not, however, in our scorn of hypocrisy, again coming round
time to
a rate of interest corresponding j
up a whole page with the document in detail. with thisrecognize
with tlie yet more wondrous harmouies of prophecy to
or resistance to ill judged or encroaching measures,
totally suppress the use of intoxicating
general practice and sanction.
After alluding to the beginning of another year,
The Commissioners on the State Valuation will be forced into a seeming antagonism to virtue, and flit filled.
than
we
know."
So we may ho “building better
liquors, the prohibitionists are striving to
to the changed conditions produced by the late submit tin* results of their labors for your action, to those who love to labor for its cause. But rather
im- with eool brain and steady nerve, summoning ill Our humble' workings Wrought in faith are regen- overturn the laws of human nature and rewar. and paying a beautiful tribute to the mem- which will require your careful scrutiny and
the agencies of good, whether ot heart or hand, go ; erated bv a mightier spirit than that in which they verse the decrees of Providence.
partial judgment.
ory of the late Senator Fessenden, the Govthat arc were conceived, and built into loftier monuments
the affairs of the Keform on to practice and promote the good things
The
Governor
reviews
ernor proceeds to
honest and pun-and of good report. Those who than our hands have reared. We pass and are forspeak of the financial affairs of
and tin- Hospital for the
EDWIN M. STANTON AGAIN.
the
Prison,
or tumultuous years
State
School,
the State. He says—
join wisdom with zeal to promote virtue among! gotten. hnt amidst the silent
he finds in good condition. the people, will labor to nourish a right public sen- j out good seeds arc working free from the taint of
The
The report of the Treasurer will present a most Insane,—all of which
Age don’t like our remarks
Prog.
timent as well a- to secure punitive enactment. ] our imperfection! and stand solid and sliming in
KDPCATIOXAL
interesting statement and history of our tinanees.
bo left for differences of the perfect day. (iod deals with men as the mclter about Stanton, and complains that we have
Some
must
always
margin
Our receipts during the past year have been $939,It is no exaggeration to say. that the present is
moral sentiment. Otherwise w>-might break dqwn of metals. lie puts the earth-mingled ores into not credited him with ability.
Doubtless lie
xl t.ou and our expenditures $919,609,80. On the a new era in teaching.
It is a little singular to
however. T do not ! his crucible, and seals it up in fiery furnaces out
old civil debt we have paid the annual installment find novelty in an art so old. Hut the spirit of our the public conscience. For one,
of view,
So lias the devil. A man can’t
it, but Tie does not. In the had ability.
lien
to
a law’s being somewhat in advance of j
forget
objm
of $37,000, leaving a balance of $384,000. Our war institutions, tin* demands of the times have liecesin its pro- fullness of tills it is opened—In. on one side, the make such a hell
debt December 31, 1869, was $4,632,500. This is siated aims, objects, and methods which render ed- public opinion—that is. more stringent
upon earth as Edwin M.
file dull earth, on the other the glittering ore. Surevisions than the people really like to obey,
for
the
business
from
fund
different
what it
amply provided
by
arising ucation altogether
sinking
Tie
Stanton
without
the possession of some
1\,
"sits
as a refiner ofsilver."
avail
virtue
did,
an
of
even
may
impossible
from the tax of three-fourths of a mill on the dollar was a generation ago. It no longer seeks to cram requisition
He who thinks of tiles,' tilings will he humble,
Its broad, high aspect may strengthen
for
force of character.
by the valuation of lsttf). Of this debt $800,000 the mind with strange forms and aggregated facts and good.
hut
not
hut
will
trustful
not
he idle:
spiritless;
hold up some that would .otherwise fall before
fall* due in 1871. The sinking fund, with the col- without harmony, relation, life, or premaneuco; it
We care not what is said by papers like
the terrors of reverential Init not afraid, lie is the true worker,
lection* from the general government applied to now teaches the wind from the very start to observe, influence of had surroundings, and
heir of the uses past, and testator to the “all hail
who
of
some
the
recklessness
cool
its
penalty might
the
extinguish this debt, already amounts to $972,530, compare, analyze, assimilate—to muster and make would
must
Age. lint if any of our friends think we
who
labor
1 is thu- that they
not he restrained bv milder persuasives. hereafter."
>o that we
arc already $172,530 in advance of our
its own—in fact it is education—the training, unis widely different from the people.-’ also wait; that they who are faithful -sii:i 11 endure. have said too much, we ask them to carry
liabilities in 1x71, and at the present rate of in- folding, leading and fashioning forth of the mind. But when a law
and provokingly contrary to their It matters little what becomes of us. if we so conrease we shall be £300,800 ahead.
■their recollections back to the time when
Teachers must now have something more than a judgement,
then, instead of expecting it to go on crush- duct our great concernments that they who come
Our whole public debt.January 1, 1870, including good moral character—that and something besides 'wishes:
law of the universe, after us are thereby made wi-er and belter than (den. McClellan had invested Richmond, and
the civil and the w ar debt, and the municipal re- —they must demonstrate that they .have character ing its way like an unrelenting
We. It matter:,little that our poor toil c m- buried
one that takes some
imbursement loan i* $8,100,900. Notwithstanding at all. They can't much merely what h ive they bor- it would be better to look for
reach out a in the dust, if so he that it shall spring up again to with his plans perl-'-ted was pushing rapidthe heavy drain on the Treasury last year, expen- rowed over night: but only that which they have cognizance of human condition-, and
bless tin' coming time.
ditim s have lu-en so economized and cut short that wrought out and made their own. This tells on hand that will meet half way the trembling inly into victory. It was the malignant interThe ways of Providence seem slow to our brief,
the loan authorized to meet current expenses has the young mind: gives it an edge ami point, and in stincts of good.
ference o! Stanton that caused the withdrawcenturies
in
tie1
swift
are
lint
,'ives;
consists
ill
that
wisdom
impetiniU'
they
Indeed m may lie said
not been resorted to. nor have even the approprimany ways tends to fit all, both teacher ami taught, seeing the practical points of a contact between of(iod.
al of troops on which the General relied, and
It i* estimated that with to enter
ation* been exhausted.
undismayed the arena of these stirring the abstract and human right. For tile human
.fosnri L. (’lr.wmKnr.vi.v.
all that may reasonably be contemplated, the rate and eventful times.
I think the highest good is
compelled the retreat to Harrison’s Landing.
law is not as the divine. That declares the way of
of taxation this year with fall somewhat short of
from our Normal Schools, and Institutes
flowing
inexorable
But
and
the
Justice
absolute
Right.
Stanton's interference and Lee's generalship
the la*t. still, we should make all reasonable ap- ami
have
County Supervisorships. They
caught
propriations. It would be poor economy to refuse the right spirit and transfused it. The\ an* the the object of the human law is to protect individual
worked together to crush the army, that was
so that every man may lie free according to
to expend any money till our debts are paid.
rights'
means mainly by w hich the State is to be reached
his own conscience to work out his obedience to
The remarkable features of our finances this and
saved only by the genius of its commander.
the
better
modes.
within
brought
the higher. Any law, therefore, which purposes
\> ;.i
i* th-assumption by the State of a portion of
That the people are awake m this matter, it is
It was then that McClellan addressed to
to abridge personal rights should lie ventured upthe war expenses of towns. This is made at the
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easy to see. They have raised over, ssoo.000, this on with the utmost caution and administered with
rite ot Sphi for every three year's man actually
Stanton these words, wrung from his agonpast year, by direct taxation and expended the to- the widest
tie
There
are
other
to
tilings
charity.
furnished for the war. After a long and thorough tal slim of $1,100,000 for the support of schools.
ized heart—
examination of the most tangled and perplexing It. remains for us to take care, by all means in our thought of besides restraining men from the use of
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this, be a parent of
drinks,
intoxicating
though
matters tin commissioners appointed to adjust the
"I know that a few thousand more man would
power, that such means are not wasted and such crimes and begcls monsters from which all the
have changed this battle from a defeat to a ictoihave now made their report, which intentions foiled. We want, among other
—liY—
reimbursement
things,
faces
seek
to
felavert
their
and
save
their
will be found to contain curious matters of bi*tory to see that all have a fair chance; that, for instance good
\s it is the government must not and cannot la/Ul
<•••■ ird to the method of
H.
SIMPSON me vesponsi hie for the result.
furnishing men for the ihe cosi and charges ami variety ul* hooks do not lows, yet we must not expect that it can he wholly WILLIAM
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[ feel too earnestly to-night. 1 have seen too
They adjudge the sum of $3,105,183,33. The put poor parents to distress to keep the means of subdued and driven from among men. Tic law
Ejirou and proprietor.
fractional parts of $100 required to be paid in cur- education within their childrens reach.
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reasons of public policy as would already know them or you may. The new comand
present
to place that man on tin- bench of the Sustriking fact that our taxes continue high, they warrant me in
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savings banks in Maine, several having tions. I am of opinion, however, that an injustice receivi in payment is a portion of the same material
been recently chartered in wliat we might call our is done the court a- well as the
Has the Whig overheard of one General
hv reason I (inislcd into costly fabrics fora thousand uses bv
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country towns; tlo chief apprehension in regard of the fact that the Judges of the Supreme Court tiie skill of othei hand-. This may do where dvi
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UAH JUMPS.
amounting to a bounty, or premium, if you please. was 5ls(i. Number voting Yes,” 2*00: number
National '..’(invention, by a man that he mobThese banks are tie* special depositories of the
Then as to railroads we are doing all that is pos- violation of tie obligiti ms which we owe to
“No." 2377. So the constitution is amendvoting
bed
in Georgia, in ISOl, for the crime of havpoor: treasuries of pittances which could in no ed accordingly.
sible. More than *250 miles of new road are now
As a representative of the
other way be so well guarded and made profitable.
in many directions wherever enterprise parly lenity.
been born in Massachusetts ? What an
building
ing
THE
I.
LIQl'OIt VW.
If not kept here many of them would not be kept
points. The great road which connects r with ruling party, ve should oppose Gov. Chamat all.
It is j)roper that I should inform you that then* Halifax, hence i* already freighted with so many
Beside, tIn* actual saving of earnings and
exceedingly
slraighl-lorward and consistent
the positive addition to wealth thence accruing,— seems to he a general falling oil in iv>pect for our stirring hopes of good, now lacks hut about tiffy berlain, as wewould any other nominee.
it is for which the Whig blows its horn!
pat
ty
ir-cif an object worthy of your thoughtful care,— liquor laws. The enforeement of these laws eomes miles of completion; to secure and hasten thi* tlx*
Tin' varum- interests of the State are fully
•■If” these things are so, the Whig says, -we
here are incidental and even more valuable advan- in no manner within the power of the Kvecutive. State ha-> already made generous gifts, and eifori i
of in lie larger parts of the, message
treated
devolves
It
tages. The moment he has money in the bank,
very properly
upon municipal oliiccrs. to be made to induce Congress to recognize the
are deficient.”
We should think so!
tie- humblest, feels a bracing up of his self respect and the degree of their zeal and elltciency is meas- claim assigned to the road by Maine ami Massachu- wliieh we
repnduec to-day. There is scarceand whole moral force. From that moment springs ured hy the prevailing local sentiment. It i> not setts We trust this may In successful, and that the
Mrs. Thurston, oi'Portland, who claims to
an
incentive to industry, frugality, temperance, an unreasonable theory that the State should secure year may witness the consummation.
ly anything to which exceptions can bo taken
hi tlx1 w 'sf too we have openings wdiidi av-enterprise: to a'l in fact, which constitute good the even and impartial execution of her laws
file financial ?xliibit, as compared with last have a huge demand against the State of
rltizen.hip, and advances the character and con- throughout her jurisdiction. So far all good eiti-1 -can dy less, if not indeed more, in their promise of"
dition of men.
Anything, therefore, which tends zens would agree; hut the erection of a certain | good. Th courage and energy of Portland in un- year, shows hat the very heavy amount Maine, took possession of the Speaker’s chair,
to dt-e.*urage deposits ill .a\ing. banks should be
police f'»r the purpose mainly of enforcing the ; dertaking the ta>k of cutting h r way through to the raised
by taxaion has not till been swallowed in the House, on the day of the assembling
si
rupulousiy avoided. It there went any way to liquor law beyond, certainly, if not against the great lake- and the greater West: proving thus a
She proceeded to sell
reach the large depositors by requiring the officers wishes of the municipalities, has boon urged by link in the magnitieient continental chain, has al- up in current expenses—perhaps, however, of the Legislature
of banks to make returns to the assessors of town- some as a proper measure and proclaimed by a few ready ensured victory. Ollier etforts as
worthy I the liquidation of the debt might hay-1 boon the Stall at auction, and bid it oil' herself.
for purpose of taxation, it would eorfainly be well. as a test of allegiance to the cause of Temperance. can
scarcely name here, but they also deserve our
The result was that she had to be expelled
But first premising that large sums an* less likely Hut in a government like ours one of th most del- interest and care.
larger with bc.tcr economy.
than small mu- to escape taxation in the ordinary icate things which a State would he called upon
l hi‘ Hail road«'ommissionors make valuable sugThe
taken
the
by force, scratching the face of the messenGovernor
repositioi
by
i<
to
invade the ancient right and dignities of gestions in tlieir report, which I lannmeml to
way, it is to b said that such depositors might still to do
your
'•asily evade the law. and the burden would fall towns, which as the historian and statesman know, attention. Tile feature of immediate interest which specting the (cvelopmem: of the resources of gers who took hold of her. Mrs T. is mildoaek on those les- able to bear it.
are at the foundation of our liberties.
It is still will come before us is the proposed ousolidationof
the State, by Manufactories and railroads, as ly insane
Indeed the mere fact itself of publishing Savings more dillieult when the issue is upon a contested ; prominent lines in tile State. If this means to
plane
Bank- deposits would intimidate and dishearten question of social ethics, or public morals, on i tli" public at the morey of a
unrestrain- well as by inviting immigration and capita!,
monopoly
The Prog. Age, in reply to the remark that
many who-e vei \ struggle ami merit it is to keep which even good men might be divided and bad ed by responsibility to'the State and relieved from
thi.- pittance from the wilful and wasteful hands men find pretext for giving the no t dangerous the checks of competition, I cannot recommend it will meet wit’, general approbation.
it steals local news from our columns, says
which would ar the -ante time destroy it and tliem- passion sway.
The antagonism to excessive to your favor, lint this probably is not the case.
Tit", chief 'nt'rest of the tic sage, in a it lias stolen no smut
We are free to -ay
-civcs. Bv the ven confidential relations of these* 'measures is likely to react against a virtue which The roads, however, liavi already tinpower to conBanks many a poor woman is helped in her heroic all good citizens hold high.
solidate to all practical intents h.vlease. It is not parly sense, enures in what is said upon the that we liavn't noticed any acquisition of the
Unfortunately we have made the experiment our the mere authority to iix imes and rates which
niggles to beat* her unequal burden. Therefore
This has been for kind. We would u- -non look for charcoal
they j temperance rpestion.
h seems to me better even to sutler such evils as own : and the salutary lesson to be learned from it
ask; that they already claim to have. I do not beIndents
the
scare-crow
in the republi- marks on a crow.
we do, than in the attempt to correct them to subme in taking public notice of it
may warrant
years
lieve,however, that they are independentof the S'ate.
vert :i far greater good.
here.
Whatever their charters may contain, I do not be- can corn-field. What to do with
it, or how
A principle prized by all was arrogated bv a lieve it is
Wlrat this Mate needs is capital—money in moLEGISLATIVE.
competent for a state to grant away her
tion, whether gold or currency. Our material is few, and made the placard if not the watchword of powers over putilie thoroughfares like these. It is to make ti less terrifying, has been the object
i- but little to report ol
There
a
our
as
our
The
result,
have
doings at
organization.
might
political
to code away her "right of eminent domain."—
stagnant,
industry crippled,
enterprise
Il tas been inclined at various
daggered for want of money, which is power. been expected, was to give to a worthy and a sacred These corporal ions look private propertv for pub- sought.
Hon. W. \V. Holster was elected
Augusta.
laced all ways, bent over, straightWtiat makes the sinews of war makes also the cause the appearance of defeat. The cause has lic uses, is it likely Unit they have no
responsibili- angles,
President of the Senate, and Samuel W Lane,
sinews of peace. Maine strikes me as quite differ- sutleivd. hut should not be held to blame. It s very ty to Huh public for whose uses this
property<was ened up, watped out of shape, and alternate: virtue was its
ed in her circumstances from the other New Engmisfortune. The strong hold which taken? It is the indefeasible duty o>'the State to
Secretary.
land States, with their denser population, develop- it had upon the hearts of the people was the occa- take care of herself and of her citizens. Kiervthmg ly kicked anl caressed,
it has been clad in
In the House, on Wednesday, lieuben Fosed arts and industries, their centralization of forces sion of its being seized upon to cover sinister inten- is hers, if need bo—our fortune and out lives.' Shall
all garbs, civil, and military, lay and clerical,
and accumulation of capital.
Various elements of disaffection availed railroads claim immunity ? With this juderstuudShe reminds me tions.
of Watervillo, was elected .Speaker, the
ter,
and has done a. heap of service in frightening
more of the Western States in her condition and
themselves of the confusion which their cries had ing, I need not feel it necessary to
oppose consolida-,
Democrats easting their votes for William
deeds,—a virgin soil, undeveloped powers, vast raised, and rallied in a strange companionship, tion.
the party craws out of the Held and into it
Like under a banner which had never been so entrusted
forests, and vigorous men, but no money.
There are manifest advantages lor the State in it. 1
Dickey. S. J. Ohadbourne was elected
them she is trying to build railroads, invite immi- to them, and which losi its < on^ecmium by tlieb tsi we may take Hie occasion if till re is
at will.
While his predecessors have
any d.uibt again
Clerk over \\ 11. Anthony, supported by the
gration and developed her resources, and perhaps laying on of hands. The elements which conspired to declare or rertllrm the ultimate right of the sta.e
tin1 dtviec great credit for eflicicncy,
is not so much in love with a high tariff* as some of in this movement ami the animus which impelled over tile roads.
The public convenience may he given
Democrats. Col. '/. A. Smith was chosen
The elements and it, appear to have been so well understood by our
her more cultivated sisters.
facilitated. 3d. Better securities based on lho Govcrn*r honestly comes nut with this
thereby
Assistant Clerk.
powers of nature, and the energy and enterprise of people as to require no analysis by me. Four the whole property and franchise would lie given in
declaration—
men in orde to be turned to accountin’ the great ! thousand seven hundred votes in a total of 100,000
exchange for old ones. lth. The usual wrangling
On Thursday, Franklin M. Drew was electUnfor- aftei the unparalleled resorts of that campaign, which railroads have
It is proper tint | should inform you that there
uses of eivi ization, must wait on capital.
iu before the legislaindulged
tunately we cannot hold our own; we can keep j proved that whoever else voted that way, the Tem- ture and the. political control which tliev 'have -cents to lie a aonerai falling oil’ in re-peet for our ed Secretary of State, John M. Goodwin,
neither our men nor our money at home. Higher ; peranee men of Maine did not. They muster a sought, would he
entirely at an end. 5th. The waste liquor laws.
(Democrat) receiving 22 vote.-.. Thomas 11.
The people of this State are a temper- of
rates of interest for the one. and quicker and larger nobler host.
money and strength ni building needless brunches
Wluit a state of things!
Alter twenty lieed was
return- for tin* other win tlic game. The result is ate people, and “in favor of temperance,** if that These
elected Attorney General, Col. A.
things I can see in favor of the roads. If we
a double drain which keeps all our channels low. can mean anything more.
They are also a manly cannot aid them otherwise, let them combine tlieir years of striving to make men temperate by- W.
Bradbury receiving 2d votes. B. 15. MurThis evil must l>c remedied or Maine will have to people. They do not fear to express their opinions, own
strength. But I leave the decision to your bet- law,—after
wait a great while for her coronation. What cau j nor shrink from espousing any just cause. What ter
stirring up the bad passions of ray. Jr., was elected Adjutant General, Col.
judgment
be done it i- not easy to say specifically. We must they desire of right or expedient in their laws they
after prosecutions,
heart -burnings,
The tilings we have heeu considering are great men,
C. W. Huberts receiving J2 votes. Barker
look to the National (voverninent to strike off* some will in their own good time have. Hut anything matters. We must not let them
hut seize riots and
drift;
come
we
back to a P.
blood-shed,—
of our fetters and lighten some of our burdens. To forced upon them contrary to their best judgement, them with a strong hand and wield them for the
Burleigh was elected Land Agent.
me it seems unwise to cramp our energies with' and consequent upon their good nature alone, can- common welfare.
It is not enough to call a power declaration IVmi the highest olticial source,
In the House, on motion of Mr. Biiss, of
duties and taxes in trying to uo everything in one not be expected to receive their hearty moral suit- into exercise, we must lie able to guide and control
that there seems to lie a general falling oft' in
day. I have no great pride against*letting some- port, or be productive of real good. It is a sad dav it. and shape it to useful ends. We must lie ready
Washington, it was voted that the Legislabody else pay the cost of the war. The great debt however, for the welfare of this Stab; when a ra<h when Hie incubus is lifted from enterprise and the respect for our liquor laws! The Governor ture
attend, with the Governor and Council,
vl tli<- country is a boon which we must invite measure must be adopted simply because no one holts thrown back from
capital to receive the influx then discusses the matter at
length, and con- the funeral ceremonies of George Peabody,
prosterity to share, along with the blessings which dares for a moment to question its expendiency of strength and population, that will surolv come,
they will inherit with It. We gave our strength, lest its champions should taunt him with infidelity and to take part in the great reciprocity of civili- cludes—
at Portland.
to a creed of which they are not the chosen apostles, zation which are as the tides of life to
our blood, our tears; let the delivered future bear
nations.
there are otlr-r tilings to bus-thought of besides
If we can do and anathematize him in the name of a power which
a part at least in the thank-offering.
Tin; ‘•;i])t'\" (suggestive of nm»o(1 peeker) performen fioiji tlio use of intoxicating drinks,
CONCLUSION
o-itrniniug
anything that will make labor, skill, talent and they have usurped.
though Ibis be nparent of crimes and begets mon- mances in last we ‘k's Kopub. -Journal wa- a big
tientlemou, I yield to no man m respect tor tlio
capital remunerative, that let us do. People will
(ientleinen, we have reached the liftioth year of sters from which
al! the good avert their faces and thing! [Prog Age.
come and
will stay: money will be kept and rights of minorities. This is the glory amt nohility our existence as a State. We are not ashamed of seek to
save their fellows, yet we must not expect
Ami so the editor of the Age. contemplatbrought. 11' we can manage to make it pay. What of liberty. Men may vote as they please and lie her history. One of the earliest in discovery and that, it can be
wholly subdued and driven from
we can do for money does not readily appo ir. But protected, They may do and sav what they please colonization, site is one of the latest in the
met,. The laws
his own little tiling, grows envious and
developamong
intoxicating
ing;
against
liipior.,
we can look over the situation.
As I have said, perhaps; hut not one without being held respon- ment of her resources, and the fruits of civilization. arc as well
executed and obeyed as tile laws against j sarcastic!
higher rates of interest abroad lure our money sible for the abuse of tin! privilege. And if I may Yet all the obscure trial and toil that have inter- profanity, theft,
or
murder.
Even if"i
imciinstity
away.'Money wilt seek the highest level as sure as be allowed the opportunity to advert to matters vened wrought for the times that were to come. they are
executed,they will not avail to extinguish I II is a wonder lit little fellow w,o not kicked
water.
Argument and entreaty will not change which, although of a personal nature, yet in their The State sees her place and knows her duty; ami crime, nor
tinbanish
hearts
of
evil
from
wicked I o\er hv Hie reboun 1 of so tivin-muIoiis t gmt. [Prog.
the course of the inexorable law. Capitalists are effects rise to the dignity of a public consideration, does not spurn the task that enfolds the
triumph. men. Tln-sc are questions which go to the founda- Age.
reluctant. Some scruple to receive an illegal rate let me here deprecate the last campaign, of aspers- The gates of destiny are opened, and she enters on tion- of
society. \YV must consider what can lie 1 There’s no danger. As the Frenchman
and so rt fuse. Some stipulating for these rates ing the motives of official conduct, and of misrep- her proud career. We shall watch with
admiring! done. Uestrain and intimidate as much a- you
knowing that they can only trust t!>“ honor of the resenting private character for political and sinis- interest and help with untiring toil iter onward can by
law; it is only by the Gospel still that men said, we think we‘-can hold him.” Let the
borrower for the continuance, want a better se- ter ends. So far as those efforts were successful. way. Nor can it he that we hope and
prophecy in ‘■an lie converted from ct it.
But
of
real
to
which
did
no
the
cause
or
Age save its anxiety for its own pop-gun.
estate,
of temperance,
vain. Our work may lie obscure and tin1 reward
curity.
mortgages
is I fear they
good
about all we have, carry a long right of redemption, to the voting men of Maine. It is a regard for their far off; hut both will live. The early discoverers
I here is the whole philosophy if the matKnvv ahvavs contrives to make its possessor unand the lender is liable to be kept three years out welfare and solicitude that those who have follow- of this territory foresaw the future and foretold its
All tin- ink that lias ever happy. [Prog. Age.
of tiie money at merely the low legal rate. The ed me on other lields may not be seduced to wrong glory. Then by reason of human weakness and ter in a mit-sheli.
result Is he will not accept even the mortgage, but
that
are
bv
false
me
inmature
been
the
times, they fell short or perished. Then
they
fancy
wasted on this question cannot state
following
It is impossible that tin* Age or its editor
ways,
demands an outright deed, and then the borrower still, that I ask you to let me lilt my standard for came two centuries of dull mechanical advance—
the inevitable conclusions better than those has been the cause of
must trust tins honor of the lender, which in turn a moment that they may see where I am.
Let slow moving by mere force of physical laws, withany unhappiness of
them not think that the record of a lifelong loyalty out any grand mastery of mind and inspiration of tew lilies.
may not lie very valuable security.
Evil never has been and never this kind. liven tin* command
against covetTwo tilings would undoubtedly tend to make is so easily reversed. I shall not seek safety iii idea.
Hut ill fact beneath this <lu 11 ami lifeless
can be
To perfect and make the lines of the enemy to escape the mutinies oi'lhc seeming, forces were in
wholly banished. It can be palliated, ing .m ass, is snpeillnnii in hi- .in Nopreparation, elements in
money more plenty. I.
To legalize di contented, more an.viou
for their own way ferment, and germs maturing which were in due
practicable our free lianl.iiie law.
Strain the how body want him.
mitigated—nothing more.
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LETTER FROM AUGUSTA
Correspondence of the Journal.
The Orgamzation---How it was Fixed, and
How it Fixed the Patriots.
Augusta, Jan. 10, 1*70.

LETTER

The long agony about the organization of
the General Court is over. The fortunate
patriots who made their calling and election

the excitement of Christmas and New
Years over, Bostonians are
settling down
again to the listed routine of. lectures, coneerts and theatre
going. At Treinont Temple a line collection of Arctic views are on

have entered upon the duties reipiircd
to enable them to draw their pay—while the
bataltion have been obliged to
rank and retire from the
than ever convinced that Repub-

disappointed
field,
lics

more

BOSTON.

Journal--New Books--Fashions.
Boston, Jan. 8, 1870.

sure,

face bv the

FROM

Correspondence of llie Journal.
Capt. Hall and his Arctic Explorations--Historical Lecture by Dr. Lord--Assembling of
the Legislature-'Fair at Music Hall--A New

rear

exhibition, in connection with which is

a

ungrateful, and moreover, that doubt- lecture by Air. \\ asson on the Arete Regions
ful things are apt to be uncertain.
Capt. C. 1'. Hall, the distinguished Arctic
The efforts of “my distinguished colleague”
xpiorer, delivered a lecture upon the same
to convince the House caucus that with Far- -abject, and in the same place, on
Monday
well for Speaker, the session would be short- evening last, before the Young Aten's Chris
ened, and thousands of dollars saved to the tian Association. Capt. Hall started from
State, had a decidedly bad effect. Saving New London in I8i>0, as a passenger on board
anything to the State don’t agree with radi a whaling ship and landed near Forbislier's
cal ideas or radical practice. The statement 8traiis, l'roui whence be intended to proceed
amounted to this—that with any other man directly north., iril, but
having Ipst his ex
than Farwell for Speaker, the members peilition boat he wa-obliged to remain there
wouldn’t know enough to do their business, two years, where be made some interesting
are

and go home it the proper time. Undoubttrue -and just as true if Farwell lead
been elected.
The defeat was a severe one to Mr. F ir-

di-eoveries before returning to the Hinted
In the spring of 18(11, be again start
Stateoil from NTw London, tlii- time aeeompanied

edly

welt, and

must have hurt his

feelings,

a

by some Esquimau friends. He landed on
the shores of Hudson’s Bay, where he discovered traces of Sir John Franklin's expedi
tion. and of the tirst oilieer connected with

lie

looked upon the Speakership as his own, and
felt ih.it it would he a stepping-stone tosLili
higher honors, liis friends did every tiling

His

it.

for him that could be.
In the heat ot the
canvas they told lols of truth about Foster
and his hackers and received plentv in return.
Even the argument that Mr Fanvell

ed that

well known to all the

was

name

tribes in that
would return,

region, who believed that lie
though the Captain ascertain-

In

from the

perished
inhumanity

near

Chesterfield inlet

of the natives, who are

had saved untold sum- to the government
in it- hour of trouble—inasmuch as hi-paper

sometimes v ery false and cruel. The spoakei
narrated the capture of a whale, Avhieh in

men didif: wear out army clothing or draw
rations-—mailed him nothing. Politically he
is up the spout—cut off in the flower of his
youth and beauty.

stated furnished them no less than .-ixl\ barrels of fresh provision. He had become ven
used to the
was no

Credits k lied him.”
[•Tabess Pratt. < oroner.

Esquimau diet, and thought there
part of the whale that was not excel

lent lix ing. He further said that lie believed
the great mistake of sir John Franklin’s expedition was in attempting to carry provi
sions sutUcicnt to Iasi three years, instead ot

Mr. Foster will not make a very brilliant
Speaker, but. it is claimed that what he lacks
in ability and experience, he will make up

the men to subsist upon the comfood of the northnien. lie had a
large
collection of silver ware and various utensil-

allowing

in honest effort to do about right. For Clerk
and Assistant, the programme was carried

mon

out, and Chadbourne and Zentro are providA couple of one-armed soldiers
ed for.

belonging to Sir John Franklin, some ot
which boro the family crest, the-o lie cxliib
were remembered in the distribution of the
ited in a glass ease in front of the platform.
smaller olllcos.
Across the platform were stretched two tni[
AVii.it kind of a presiding officer Mr. HolI mouse colored maps, showing upon a large
ster will make in the Senate remains to be
the geography of the Arctic regions
One thing is [scale
semi, as he is new and untried.
At
the
conclusion of the lecture In introducvery much in Ids favor. If he should make
ed
an Ksipiimau family,
consisting of a man.
blunders
a
but
of
few
the Senators
forty
day
would ever know it. The Fame state- it woman a id child, who had accompanied him
this country.
They looked strangely
mildly when it says that in point of ability to
the Senate is not above mediocrity
Take enough in their queer garments, and with
their brown complexions.
The little girl
out
of
of Keiine
Somerset, Lang,
Lindsey,
bee, Read, of Portland, and possibly

om

was

or

of
two more, and you have left about the small- I

smart and wide

acquaintances

awake, and made

among the

large

a host
audience

course of twenty-live historical lecture-,
honors. I
was commenced on the same
day at HortiIt is sad to say, but it is nevertheless true,
that the .Maine Senate is this year largely cultural Hall. They are to be given by Dr
Lord, the well known and interesting lecturer.
composed of that class of third rate men
The State House was lively on Wednesday
alter
who,
serving the time allotted by party
with the assembled branches of the l.egisla
find
their
into
the
Uovusage, usually
way
ernor’s Council, and when done with, sink lure. Those who were abroad on the alter
into obscurity ail d are never heard of more, noon of that day, might have seen the august
to the old South Church
except as delegates to party conventions; or body proceeding
the
where
election
sermon was preached l>\
when
as

est

fry

that

ever

they

aspired to Senatorial

they generally do, year j
Trof. Seely, of Amherst College. Your cororganization of the
Legislature -managing while here t<» get respondent looked in vain for Jefferson Seal
from some friendly hand at the State House, fering Malkins, the member front Cr.tmberry

after year,

come,

to

attend the

sheet of postage stamps to help pav oxponses.
The promotion of Samuel W Lane, men
Assistant Secretary of the Semite to Secre-

tary,

was

I he soldier.-

expected.

must

he

Centre,

J

a

Music Hail

again occupied

i-

Mr -tli is lint.- jt

Smith

at

li

-ami

with a grand
,|,i ..ft he Carney Hospital,
flc llall
beautifully

decorated,

and contains twenty different
tallies t'm the sale of articles, of which there

tv-

membered. Samuel was a soldiei
As an
culi-ied man lie served gallantly in the Com-

elegant and attractive display. The*
fair is to continue two weeks.
The new year always brings changes in

is an

missary department, until the colored troops
were raised, when, with a noble heroism, he

An I in
newspaper-, as in cverylhiug else
addition lo the enlarging, and changing •m.l

accepted a commission in the ebony corps
laid down his pork knife and took up the
sword changed 1 hevrons tor straps -pinned
his life on his sleeve and—resigned. Tile
Colored troops fought nobly 1

rearranging

of our principal papers, we have
added to the list
Jt is the Woman
Journal, edited by Mary A. Livermore,
Julia Ward Howe and others
Mr
Livermore is the managing editor, and certainly
one

more

'Flic contest for Assistant Secretary, was
between Mr. li. F. Danforth, of Atkinson, a
member of the last House, and Herbert get s up a very readable paper. It is of course
Heath, of (Jardiner. Danforth went to the devoted to Woman's Mights and the Suffrage
i re
and confident. lie came back question. It is published weekly at

eaum-smiling
looking as though

there was an egg broken inoiit l’laee, at .■sj.no a year.
He has gone home. Heath is a
Among the interesting new books recent Is
worthy and intelligent young man, not more! published in this bookish city is Tennysoiy’s
than sixteen or seventeen years old—a stu-1 now poem. “The Holy Grail,” which the addent on Rowdoin
his way mirer- of the poet will read with pleasure,
in him.

College, working
formerly editor

Hi- father,

through

Cardiuer Home Journal,

ericksburg.
Of the Secretary

was

killed

at

they
rifle-pit-

some

Fred-

anew

of State and other officers

elected it is not necessary to speak. Sonic
of them held commissions during the war
and truthful account- of their heroic deeds
how

though possibly

of tlie

killed and

with not

of his former

so

mii-h interest

productions.

novel entitled

Thick,

as

Omdahas

His Adventures,

neiidships and Philosophies It is a capital
book, abounding in sharp and witty savings,
j and with a thread of romance running thro’
it to make it
interesting. It is by far the
best production of this author, and amply
!•

scalped rebel-—stormed
makes up for some ot her former shod-comaptured guns, &c., and
saved the nation, are published iu llodgdon’s ings. William White A Co at the liannet
of Tight office, have published a little \ idunie
Report, Vol. 1, 1S04-1. Truthful and accurate
and forts—

accounts, because written by' themselves.
Mr. Wilder, Representative from Fort Fairfield, has evidently been studying Washington tactics, and putting himself in training
for emigresHis proposition for the mem-

called “The Voices.’' by \ S Harlow, ’flu
has no lib irv merit whatever, and
yet l confess to its affording me considerable
amusement in the perusal.
Some are bold

j book

j

j

j enough

to -ay that it
contains more truth
bers to donate themselves fifteen hundred than poetry. 1 make some extracts, that your
In rel'eidollars worth of stamps, show-that lie would readers may judge for themselves.
onee to (foil’s
alter Adam and Kube all right on the pen-kuile and
calling
glove question, should lie be called to a higher field of hn says:
Hi- voice walked lortli
upon the halmy an
labor, (io it, Wilder; but don’t ask for such
Till died it- oeliois ’mill the fragrant lion r-.
In search ot Adam whom He did not see,
small sums. Learn the multiplication tabic
Heeuuse he tiul iVom I toil hehiud a tree!”
and follow the example of your illustrious
Of Cain’s Hoeing into the land ot Nod. he
leaders.
writes—
Airs, .lane P. Thurston made quite a vigor
Who there should greet him. and extend her hand.
ous light for tin
ltut eh a rilling woman, in hi" state forlorn,
possession of her newly
ftefore a 1 'lighter e\er had hern horn.”
purchased property. It was rather tough to
d-mob's wrestling with Cod lie describes as
see the old
force from the
■

lady dragged by
Speaker's chair, when so many old grannies
have been permitted to squat in responsible
places at the State House, during these years

■

\

preposterous thought, yet true a" the liook.
A wrestle witli (Jod lie next undertook.’.
Whether it i well to thus attack and hold

up to ridicule the absurdities of lie t >hl Testaquestion of much importance. and
one which I do not
propose to discuss, l ady
At a ('aliens of the Democratic members of
is Mrs. Stowe’s new book,
Vindicated,
Byron
the Legislature, held at the Mansion House
Parlors, Wednesday evening, lion. Isaac lleed in which the authoress has made a very strong
of W.aldoboro’ was chosen chairman and Lem- argument in favor of her triend.
The book
uel 11. Stover, Esq., of Harpswell. Secretary. will ot course be
widely read and will doubt
The following nominations were unanimousless find many believers.
of radical rule.

Dtitu-.

ment, is a

ly made;

S. Senate I
I
lion. Isaac lleed ot Waldohori>’.
Secretary of State. Hon John M. Good
win, of liiddeford.
Attorney General. Col Alfred W. Iliad
bury, of Portland.
Adjutant General. Gen. Charle- W. Roberts. of Bangor.
Councilors.

1st (list.
-d.
■>d.

|

Trillion Hatch, of Wells
Charles K. Merrill, of Portland.
John Reed, of China,
Oliver Moses, of Bath.
K. K. O’Brien, of Thomaston
Janies P. Rawson, of Bangor.
Samuel 1>. Leavitt ofKastport.
Standard.

itli.

>th.
tilh
7th.
■

[Augusta
hi

McFarlands trial for snooting
!>■••

ii

>

Ip iih‘1 until 1 !)'• I

t

l n|

1>. diehard
I ’mi n
»

m

The ladies now wear long tissue veils at
These are passed
lathed to their hats.
around the lieek, the end slipped through tip?
noose thus formed, and then allowed to tloat
The New York fashions
over the shoulder.
chronicle

a

return to the

similar to those

worn

pulled over-skirts

l ist winter.

l’Eiten

A little box ot l’rovineetowii, four veal's pltl,
anxious fotyu drum, theexenlng preceding I hristinas
F\
on going to
bed, made the following
prayer: "Now I lay me down to sleep, l wont o
'Irani. 1 pray llie Font, / trout a 'Irani, my soul to
keep, an l if 1 should die before I wake, / cnit n
i!r "t ." llis prayer was answered.

The Fllswortli American learns Unit It W. Hinkley, Fsip, of Hlueliitl. died lice. Is. His age was

<17. Mr. Hinkley was one of the ohlest memtiei " ol
tie Hancock liar, a man of aliilin and
utu iti
of Dartmouth < 'nllc

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
Ww.no on Niv. ( i ltiNi;,-!.. PiiK*inix<;,

llayford.
Micknoy
imprisonment.
vs.

ami false

Action lor slander
At the lorniei' trial

of this ease, in October, 1 SOS. we presented
fill! report of the videnee and the charge ol
Judge AY alt on. As the evidence presented
a

features,

it the second trial has no new
1 he taels

unlit thi whole.

hrietly

ise are

we

in the

developed

in December,
Mayor ol lielfast. made

these

:

\\e! Harford, now
a complaint before the Police Court,

Stephen Slieknoy and wife,
iMiisi'

to

against his
lasetvopen, gross lewdness and

if i It- fame, ami
tor

ri

against
keeping a
tour datigh-

Phcj

nrrt

v.. a

sled,

xamined by

t

••J in default ol bail to
wore
I 1 and .Inn
th
tie- same night hail was
onmiitted to jail,
for Stieknev and wife, and on the

lodge Patterson,
wait the action

i

...

‘procured

,tinning day the

lour

s',gi(i,i damages in the
duightcr. (Jeorgiaima.

i.i*i

■.rest
t ml
1

a

verdict Ml' 8:».50"

ol the

ease

was

like-

brought

At the forreturned,

being excessive, in
plaintiff’s ease was mailJewett and AA' II. Fogler,
Xi.-krt'son appeared lor

trial the

at

|,\

.!

were

set aside as

was
..

daughters

This action is

ii-,i released on bail.

A

t;

li,

1

s.

he, ttefenee
Mr dt'w

: the defendant to show that. The magistrate and a
number of others have testified that he did not. On
tin' other hand the plaintiff, her two sisters and her
I father testified that he did. The burden of the
proof is on the plaintiff to show that. It is purely
If you
: a question of fact and for you to determine.
are not satisfied that he did apply the words toiler,
out
of
he
laid
the
ease.
count
may
; ihen that second
Hut if you find that lie did, then say how much,
damages should be allowed for the slander,
t,cntlemo.n, if you are satisfied that the defendant is guilty—on either of these charges, aud you
are satisfied that it was done in a wanton and maj Unions maimer—then in such a ease the jury have
a right to add what is called punitive or exemplary
damages. It is done to prevent other individuals
from doing the like, aiullto prevent the defendant
from doing the same agaim. Hut you must be first
satisfied that it was done; maliciously. You must
look at all the evidence fii the ease. You are not
obliged. and should not assess one cent for exemplar! damages, unless you are satisfied that the defendant acted through malice.
Vow for mitigating circumstances you will take
into consideration that Uie defendant lias testified
pm the stand substantially, that he was mistaken
in relation to the plaintiff. He has done all that lie
could do to restore her character except putting it
in writing, remarks in relation to which you heard
made In the counsel for the defendant. And what
he said in relation to his fees. You have nothing
Whether counsel shall or shall
to do with that.
not charge fees i- not a matter for your consideration.
1 have now presented to you the points in this
case and the law by which you are to he governed.
There arc certain portions of the testimony to
which 1 have only alluded because you understood
it as well as I did. You will now take the ease and
retire to your room and in the exercise of sound
discretion and judgment tiring in your verdict.
■

|

The Jury retired at about 5 o’clock, P. M.,
and tln> Court adjourned. During the evening the jury found and sealed a verdict for

It is understood that the Defendant
u had summoned n large number -C'io.
iit Superintendent- >1 the Public Schools. I will again take exceptions and move fora
-o:d pupils, lo show the good chfir- new trial.
*rln
The ease was tried with great skill on
..file plaint ill. and her exemplary conHen. Nickerson, especially,
l>nt tin's class of fi Sti- (‘itlier side.
'•>
O
| |]c srlinollie then offered the managed the defence with great shrewdness
.-\clndcJ
,A
••

,...

••

;
x

c

n

mo

ii’t

*i

gcons who had made u and ability, and is much complimented. The
and Court Room was crowded duriug the trial.
ot the plaintiff,

GENERAUT|ES
The

Wo learn that a movom ont is about to lie made
building of a breakwater to protect our

for (lie

in

kldics at Annapolis have been raising the
harbor.

d—euce, and are to be Court Martin led.
Henry Straub, a conductor on the Ilousatonic
Railroad, has confessed to appropriating S-fiOOO of
the Company's funds for his own use.
The girl Botham, who shot McNasli, at Wheeling,
was married to him as he lay on his death-bed, and
is now a widow in an interesting situation.
The Augusta Journal says that George Barker of
Norridgewock, while reaching into a wood stove in
which a fire had just been kindled, caught his hand
and before help could reach him to extricate it, was
burned

so

that lie may lose the use of his hand.

The writer of '.‘Washington Sketches" in the New
York Tribune regards Butler as the Titan of the
House. Whether in debate or not the writer say s
lie absorbs the scene. [Exchange.

happen to lie any spoons within
Ben would absorb them likewise.

If there should

reach,

A cotemporary suggests

a

solution to the female
the ballot to

suffrage question, which is, to grant
all women over forty years old.

New Y ork has an American Annexation League,
that is interfering in the Winnepeg affair.
A wicked wretch says the Cardiff' giant mint be
of the female persuasion, for it is a dam-sel.
The monitor

Miontonomali,

on

her way to Port-

land, when off Gay Head, ran into the tug Maria,

from jail and hung him. Where's the ghost of John
Brown ?

The Chicago Times considers it a notable fact that
the only swords Butler took during the war are
those now being sued for under the claim that they
were stolen.

licit she was a virgin.
Prince Arthur is coming from ( anada to call on
Choughs Vai.t.ev Railroad. Wo have rev, .a led. upon the
u -S
suggestion ot
Ulysses at the White House.
Ill d ; •> would admil the fact. ceived a copy of the Report of Mr. Read,
{. |,
It is reported that the British Cable Company and
Western Union Telegraph Company have joiu: c\
W ith ||i.
ption, the evidence tor the who surveyed the railroad route from Warren the or
separately, purchased the French cable propThe route is thirty and one half ly, and
to Relfast.
was pietyv much as ludbre.
ci mtill
all right, title and control thereto, or are
erty
offered to prove that, in miles in length, and the estimated cost $25,- are about to do so, for the sum of $1,000,000 in gold.
*’ii. Nick-- -on
Mr. iiayford lead [785 per mile, or $718,312 for the whole disliable information also that tance. Mr. Read makes the following eomThis menls on the route surveyed—
■haraeter of the house was bad.
Tlir route surveyed begins .it tile located line of
excluded. Tiie general line of defence
j tin- Knox and Lincoln Railroad, in the town of
ms that Mr. Iiayford had acted upon infor- Warren, at a point about
thirty-seven miles east of
1
Rath, and eleven miles west of Rockland, these two
,c•; wi’.li ml malice toward the plaini• •;tiiiii
of
the
terminii
that road.
cities being
he/ imprisonment by error of
.die
Leaving the location aforesaid, tile line takes an
direction, passing near the dwelling of Sir.
magi-ir.it**, was not one lor whieli lie easterly
Wade, and al a distance of one mile from the point
11 t I ••
held
of
starting, crosses, at grade, the stage road leading
spousihh
from Rath, through Warren, to Rockland, about
d
;gi- ( kit! in.r then delivered (lie bdlow- ;
one mile west of Warren Village.
Thence, conr charge ».> the Jury
tinuing the same general direction, at the distance
of
it
another
crosses
the
mile,
highway near the
<n'd.'iiK n —\ on h.i\
perceived m tiie trial of
Powder Mills in Warren, about three-fourths of a
< x« i 11
Iln been
11 > 1«1« T; 1 1
lie:! fio
mile
from
Warren
at
the
“Head of tide”
learned
Factory,
of
the
on
tiie
eounsel;
ut exhibited
part
Put, gentlemen, oil Georges River. At this crossing the grade is
•t-rhaps by e:.< h about equal.
1 ».* lln ir excitement, you must ha\c favorable, and grounds are convenient and ample
in i\
i;■»i.• \i•
;ini
\ouiMlve-. \u -ympathy should be exer- to afford good depot facilities for the town of WarI. :md uoihingIt'ii voiir sound judgment and ren. Continuing from this point, the line curves
•d

•■omplaint.

•!.

upon

1

■

«*

—

—

ti<m -In»ui• ( control you m the examination of
-timony whieli lias been -ulmiitted lo you.
:., !••• Ii i-' been a great deal said in the arguupon nil- -i le and the other, based entirely
in tin
t.-i-: and that you
>!
;t:11 whieh i- no
w h-lly lo ii;-/. M:we. and look solely to the te>eii I/. \ eii to > oil.
You are to
uoi
whieh Ii’
ouied m ill' testimony aud the law—and if
r eii an'
i! upon the
'i- i•
ecument not ha
idi-n*
ou are to disregard it.
r.

i.

«

fin ]eirtios conn before you equal in the eyes of
law : -.I ymi will haw* iiu -empathy becau-e one
h ill I *ii ot!; -: pool*, or I'd auso of till* .-omn.itiv ly adv aiu 'l age of the one, and the infancy
the other. It lias been stated to you that there
!>• eii
«
former trial and a verdict, and the
>i diat \
;11!• >uli’
rdiet ha> been stated, and eertain
1 •< -n mentioned whieh ha- not been
has
-,;;oony
hiodueed here. You haw nothing to do with
hai. hut simply m look, as 1 have already said, to
testimony which na- been presented t.. you.
iu ti'vtiniom has been ruled out and cuma
ut made up e: it a- though i> had hem. admis-i,'iiImt not properly. You are to give no attention t W h it w:t- -aid oil a forni< / trial. only w here
if In- }><■ :i .slum ii flint ;< w if in
I < •-1 i li« •« I «i i ilV-rentiy on former trial.
embrace- i\v«• counts—two
n,v v rii in 1 Ins
On,
i'uai;
is substantially a suit for maamt
•-‘•'iiticii.
Hi.il i will consider lir-t,
•i
;
That
iu-c lir-i in tin* writ.
substantially
ugc- that on the third day ot December, lsijti.
i.
d.-f* tidal
} »-oeur«Ml a warrant against tills
tamlitf, alleging that -It* was guilty oi gro>> la\ i 'iis behavior l»y lying in bed with diver- nun,
omplainant unknown. That was reduced to
w
ting by the Police Judge, and tlie defendant
i-1" oath to ii.
That \\ a- hi- olh nee. if olVt-n e it
wt- at all.
Then the <ju« -lion arose whether he
tiad probaule cau-e for making such a charge, beiiM' it he had probable cause then he was justi<• d, although
mistake* in the Plaint ill'. He could
i\i
shown that, pernaps, under other eiivum*
»ij.
but here it lias b en already admitted that
vfemale was virtuous and that he knew not ling against her. and the law implies that she is virms
It they had wanted to impeach her ehastitli- y could have don,- s,>.
The law implies that
-h wa- innocent and there was no testimony in1
'doi cii i<. the ontrary, and therefor, l ruled*that
ic y ould not show the character of the house. It
contended that she residing with them might
guilty because of so residing, auil that the dc■ii*l:mt would !>• justified in taking her; but J
« d
that he could not show that in the diameter
: the lather and mother and the other three sis—because she was an infant, and she must of
a-eessity live with her father and mother in that
;
and for the character of tin* other inuaP
ol the house -lie cannot lie made lesponsi!l
>>:•-!" the eharaeter ot the
house, all onilieUits w ill be irrelevant.
1 :■ n uj.on that complaint drawn
by tin* magistrate -uid sworn to by the
complainant, charging
r w it 1
tlx- crime, >lx* was arrested upon a waro;i b\. airI carried before the Police
Judge—she,
with the other members of the
family. Put you
aa\ disregard the oilier members of the
faniilv.
However guilty they may have 'been—that has
‘■-•thing t<» do with this plaintiff. No matter what
tl.’y I any one else hav said before tin-. Police
* 1 hi r? or *•! * w hero, unless q
comic tcP with lids
!.*■

•-

>

■

■

plaintiff

I hat she wa- brought before the Police Court,
1 tm -peaking of lx*r alone» and the warrant
was n el has not been denied bv anv
testimony;
it
but
tppears by the testimony of the magistrate
liiinseli'.fliat although he examined severalwitnessupon tlx* other warrant-, he examined none in
'-lation to this plaintiff. Put notwithstanding that
a
>>ider -l her to recognize in the sum of sjoo. for
h r appearance at this Court.
Now there being no
videix-v against her, it was the imperative duty of
h- magistrate to have
her. Had he
discharged
l >iu* that tlx* damage to her would have been
ight. but in-tead of that he ordered her to recognize, as l said before.
Put Mr. Hay ford i-1 not to be held for
any mis*k
of tee magistrate, unless be
instigated or inbleed him to a wrong decision. If lie was there
merely as a witness, and did nothing to induce the
m.igistrate to violate liis duty, then he is not to be
held liable *n that respect.
rhen again it is said that after
that—during the
trial she mjuested time to procure counsel, and
was refu-< I by the magistrate.
Tlio same principle applies there, with the magistrate. lie should
h ive given her time. There is some conflict of testimony here. Some testify that the request for
ounsel wa> not ma lo till after tlx* trial, and oth,,N testify that it was made after the
first warrant
was read.
Now if Mr. Hayford was there only as a witm-ss, iuid did not induce this refusal of counsel,
" there Was a refusal) he is not at
fault. But if
Induced it. lie must he responsible for il.
I tu n alter th" warrant of
commitment was is"tn-d II > sai l that the officer hurried her
along
laster than In should.
But it is shown that the de''•ndant was not present—and unless lie had
told
them before how to proceed, be would not be liaMe for any -mil conduct, it slu.|, there was. it
ills that til" officer proceeded directly
n ! put them into a room, and
they remained there
night and a part of a day. Then by the influence
!' counsel she
to
recognized
appear before the
• ■rand Jury.
The complainant did not appear before the Grand Jury in any of these eases. There•ore there being a
charge made which is untrue
ad there was no cause for
making it, (no testinemy being introduced before the magistrate and
icnc
subsequently, it is my duty to instruct toll
Unit there was no probable
cause) the law would
by making the arrest of the plain'"'J’lV
tiff riiereforc
malieeheingitnplied,she would he entutcit to some
damages, which may he nominal
w tm
any amount, according as you
find that
1,11 btivc a right to take into coni
1 i"'1.'
11,110
she
was
detained
under arrest
i.i
!lcr l3','lin"s by being arrested and
'.
‘« come in
£rtuo,w'
m
N,,w so»ii(‘
I
suffer
un<!**i >uch circumstances more persons m:iy
than others. That
depends upon the circumstances of the
parties.
But this is addressed to your sound
discretion, and
is ii matter for you t<»
determine
Then. Ucntienien in reiation to the second count
pkw’e during t|„. investigation
p
"i'1
at the Police
Court. \ on have heard the testimony
u|.on that point—that the defendant charm’d the
plaintiff witli being a whore. If he did ( "dl her a
whore, malice would he implied. This is denied'
1 Im defendant denies that lie ever
applied such an
epithet to this plaintiff, but lo one of the
others.
I here ha
been te timony by other witne- .- than
now

the left following near the valley of Georges
River which is here somewhat circuitous and bordered with bluffs and undulations of surface, which
will render the work in Ibis vicinity somewhat
heavy in comparison with other portions of the
route.
The line then follows the neck of land formed by the sinuosities of Georges River, and crosses
the same about four miles from the point of
beginning, where a bridge of a single span of one hundred amt twenu-live feet will be required. Thence
it follows for a short distance the r.irlil bank of the
river, and entering tile valley of a small stream
flowing in to the river it follows the same, and taking the western slope of high lands it reaches South
Union in a distance of seven and one-lialf miles
from point of starting.
Here the surveyed line
crosses tlie highway near a School
House, and soon
alter South Union Mill Stream, when
leaching the
shore ol Seven Tree Pond it follows the same to
Union Common, crossing the road at that village
eight miles t;- nn the terminus in Warren, and near
an inlet into the Pond.
! rum Pnion Common the survey follows the iniet mentioned, crossing the road from Union Common i" Mi Lain’.- Miiis, in the town of
Appleton,
near the dwelling of Mr.
Wiley. It theiCcrosses a
meadow rid bearing to the right around a point of
high laud, it reaches file Georges Valley, following
He 'nine to McLain's Mills, Appleton, it there
tin l.igliu.G near and east ol the Miiis, the
distance being fourteen miles from the
point of
commencement.
From McLain’s Mills the line
continues in Georges Valiev,
the
river
crossing
soon after
leaving the Mills,'and reaches Smith’s
Mili- in the town ol Appleton in a distance of sixtt eu miles trom the point of
beginning. Thence it
Mum s the river
valley to .Searsmont Mills, crossing the river again one half mile east of the Mills,
ai.d billowing ill a well defined
valley over hard
meadow and level land,
presenting light work,
straight lines and easy gradients, crossing the highway tending to liclmont Hill, about one half mile
wed ot tile tillage ol
Belmont, and fullowiii"
thence near the line between the towns of Belmont
and Morrill, passing in the immediate
vicinity of
Poor’s Mills in the latter town, reaches the
valley
of the Passagassawakeag Stream,
following which’,
it reaches the Belfast A Moosehead Railroad at the
easterly end of the bridge on said road, across the
mouth of the Passagassawakeag at the Head of the
hale in the City of Belfast, the whole distance of
the line surveyed being thirty and liftv-five one
hundredths mites.
'1 he line here described was the
only one surveyed. and with this for a guide, great
improvements
call be made in a line between the
terminii, following tlie same general route of this; improvements
that, l doubt not, would materially lessen the estimate herein given.
to

••

....

1,u'mion

;’'il'" p'"
tier, ion”

mi

a

great

measure

prevented by

(lie shelter of a breakwater extending each way
from the monument across the harbor. Tiro growing importance of our harbor consequent upon the

completion of the railroad will abundantly warrant
Ihe outlay. Congress is making such appropriations with claims much less strong than ours. If
Mr. Hale, our representative in Congress, desires to
make a good record in this vicinity, he will give
this matter his earnest attention, when it shall lie
presented.

A

package containing $30,000 was recently stolen
Express Company, in Washington.
mother at South Boylston wrapped her babe

from the Adams
A
so

closely while walking in the open air. the other

day.

that she smothered it.

A. T. Stewart sold last year twenty $2000
and one for

shawls,

$5800.

A peg on which to hang the annexation of British
America to the United States—Winnipeg. [Chicago
Times.
At a late marriage ceremony in a Rhode Island
town, the groom became impatient during the extended prayer, and interrupted the clergyman with
—"Elder, ain’t that ’beout enough?1’
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Belfast, Wednesday, January 12,1870.
12 Round Hog,
to
12 to 11
to O.oo Clear Salt Pork,
$34 tp 35
Mutton
5 to 07
to 0.00
per lb,
(5 to 08
to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
18 to 22
to 0.00 Turkeys,per lb,
12 to 15
to 0.00 Chickens, per lb,
18 to-20
to 3 00 Ducks, per lb,
00 Geese,
13 to 1(5
to
to 05 Hay per ton,
$10 to 20
to 55 Lime,
$1.50 to 00
14 Washed Wool,
35 to 40
to
to 1.00 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 30
40 to 00
to 38 Pulled Wool,
20 to 22 Hides,
8 to 00
33 to 35 Calf Skins,
17 to 00
22 to 24 Sheep Skins,
75to$l
8 to
10 Wood, hard,
$G.00 to 7
1.25 to 1.75 Wood, solt,
$4.00 to 0
0 to 00 Dry Pollock,
5 to 0
8 to lo j Straw,
$8 to 10

$7.00
A company of young Flour,
Corn Meal,
1.25
1.75
gentlemen, native to our city, have associated Rye Meal.
1.50
Rye,
themselves undeiqthe above name, and will give an
1.25
Corn,
entertainment at Ilayford Hall, on the evening of Bailey,
80
2.25
the 14th, assisted by the Brass Band.
The com- Beans.
Marrowfat Peas,1.5t)
<50
pany possesses musical talent, genuine humor and Oats,
50
sparkling wit, enough to fairly entitle them to a Potatoes,
12
Dried Apples,
from
a
local
aside
in
susgood audience,
just
75
pride
Cooking, Jo.
33
Butter,
taining “our hoys.” We think we see the
Excelsior Minstrels.

cropping Cheese,
out of fun in the programme.
“Love Among the Egg**,
Hoses” will not probably he so rosy as the tableau Lard,
Beef,
of last week, and with a good deal more of side- Apples, Baldwin,
sliakingTn it. Let everybody ami everybody's re- Veal,Cod
Dry
lations put scrip in their vest pockets, on that
Hall.
evening, and start for the
SPECIAL NOTICES.

11 jury of deaf men.
The fun was very lively, until the Court interfered, and it was
thought that even
Ilis Honor was moved to a little inward

Warren’s Conge Balsam!

COUNSEL LEU cfc ATTORNEY AT LAW

Room to Let-

BELFAST PRICKS CURRENT.

Room in City Block, over
rpiIE
X and under the Journal office.
ol this paper.

Belfast, Dec.

Isaac Allard’s store,
Apply to the editor

OFFICE, IIAYFORD BLOCK,
t(2~

Belfast, Maine.

tf2-5

22.

THE EXCELSIOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
—OK—

NEW YORK
Office UTo. 63 William Street.
'HIS Company issues all kinds of I,ife and Endowment Insurance Policies.
Especial attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of. five or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forfeiting character of the Policies of the, or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United
States

or

Europe.

cAtmow.jtAU genuine has the name “Peruvian

Bark,blown in the glasa
SYRUP^(n^fi*peruvlan
At 3*2 pag<| pamphleft»8entj free,
J7 P. PisnMnug
8t
&
New
ProprTetot, Hey v
York.,
■

■^Splitby aUJJyuggiats.

Railroad Ties Wanted

SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

President.
J. I. WATTS, General Agent, South Brooks, Me.
Charles Austin,
i
Burton Foster,
|
Fred Cushman,
> Special Agents.
Geo. Mayo,
1
Fred Pitcher,
21
j

80,000
be Cellar,

“

x—n °

A “

T1 * -

To

Haemetac, lrlloH 4kh and
Uemloch-9 feet long, 6 inch (ace, and 6 inches

thick. Also a
for crib-work.

quantity

of Hemlock

or

other timber

D.meuaions will be furnished at the ('on
tractors'office. Parties desiring to furnish the allow
or a portion of it, may
apply to

GOOD AGENTS WANTED.

WILLSON, TENNANT

&

CO.,

Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day Belfast &
Contractors B. & M. L. R. R.
Moosehead L R R Co.
laughter. for all
COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS !
Belfast, Nov. 24, 1869.
tl2U
The subscription for a propellor for this route Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
request in writing of fifteen stockholders ot s aid
the most effective medicine ever uscu.
y Company, 1 notify a meeting of stockholders, to be
having reached a sufficient sum, Capt. Patterson
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
held at the Court House, in Belfast, on the 15th day of
Belfast
Bankleft on Tuesday for New Orleans, to see the steamer
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me,
January next, at 10 o’clock A. M., to act on the followGKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents lor New ing matters, as embraced in said request.
is
which
for
NOW
sale.
IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.
Alliance,
She is a tine new iron England.
dm 17
1. To see if said Company will issue its Bonds or other paper, and a mortgage or
propellor, of 2.i00 barrels capacity, and with commortgages of its road to se“A penny saved is a penny earned.”
cure the payment ot the same and the interest
.thereon,
DR.
partments. She is now ruunin g on" the mail line
and if so to wliat amount and for what purposes.
made on or before the 1st of December
2. To see in what mode such mortgage or mortgages
between New Orleans and Havana. * About one And take no other. Sec that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
January, February, March or April, will be placed
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine. shall be executed, and what rate ot interest shall be althird of this boat is owned by Gen.
upon interest on the 1st of each month.
lowed
on the Bonds or other paper, to secure
Ilersey, of Ban- They
ot
are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, fcfsp
payment
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from 9
which said mortgage or mortgages shall be given.
gor, and the proposition is to purchase the remainM' Stturdays from 9 to 12 A M.
5. To see what measures are requisite and shall be taJOHN
H. OLIMB4, Treas.
ing interest and place her on the route. If Capt.
ASA
CongiiDiptittia.
NLE Pr.--n
ken to give legal validity to such mortgages.
Nov.
1869.
Belfast,
15,
tlT.1.
To
act
on
all
such
Patterson is satisfied with her, she will be immematters as
The three remedies, “SCHENCK’S
PULMONIC
may be connected
with the foregoing articles and as may be necessary to
for
the
cure
of
SYRUP,”
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis and
diately purchased and brought north.
out the same and the intent thereof.
House for Sale.
every form of Consumption. The peculiar action of this carry
A. IIAYFORD, President.
Sheriff Grose, of Knox County, added another medicine ripens the ulcers in the lungs, promotes the
Belfast, Dec. 22, ISM.
Situated on the road leading to Northport, t
of the corrupt matter by expectoration, puri
discharge
inmate to Mr. Caldenvood’s stone boarding house lies the
two-story House and good Stable. Bunding*
blood,and thus cures Consumption, when every
in good repair and furnished
on the hill, on
remedy fails.
throughout, an
Tuesday. It was Frederick Davis, other
excellent well and cistern l »*»r acres of laud
For
SCHENCK’S
SEA-WEED
Salo.
for
the
cure of
TONIC,”
of West Camden, who attempted to break into E.
and
or
desirable
and
all
diseases
enclosed;
from
very
pleasant
residence; will be
Dyspepsia
Indigestion,
arising
sold at a bargain; immediate possession givea if re
Schooner N. BERRY, 107 tons.
This tonic invigorates the digestive organs,
Orberton's store, at that place, on
juir
Monday night. debility.
ed.
For
further
Schooner
137
tons.
the
oi
Mrs.
K I*.« omnts
of
the
when
that is defiparticulars impure
CONNECTICUT,
place
gastric juice
Unfortunately for Frederick, the sole of his boot supplies
on the premises.
In good order lor business.
cient, and then enables the patient to digest the most
Dec. 0. iSGO.
had peculiarities which the snow retained. One of nutritious food. It is a sovereign remedy for all cases
Apply to AARON PENDLETON.
;jwoj.
ol indigestion.
0w26
Belfast, dan. 4, 1870.
his tracks was shovelled up and made to
testify
SCUENCKS’S MANDRAKE PILLS,” one of the
mos„ valuable medicines ever discovered, being a vegeta
A Good Stand For Sale.
against him at the examination.

I>Y

Savings

ASK FOR

CLARKE’S SHERRY WINK BITTERS,

DEPOSITS

Dwelling

A "little

ble substitute for

calomel, and having

all the useful prop

Belfast Gas

Light Company.

A GOOD HOUSE well finished, with L amt
barn and about 1 1-2 acres of land, at Saturday
OTICE is hereby given that the annual meeting of
Cove
Northport .To a person wishing a pleasant
the stockholders of this Company will be held at
situation this offers superior inducements. Am
week, as
the oflice of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on Monday, Janto
ply
A. E. FLKTCHEK.
Pulmonic
tlon.
The
Pulmonic
Consump
Syrup ripens ary 17, 1870, at 1 o’clock, in the afternoon, to act upon
man who sat on the seat with the driver was taken
North port, Nov. 23,lSG'J.
3m*o
the morbid matter, discharges it, and purifies the blood. the following articles, viz :
script. Without this explanation, it] might be sus- ill, and on reaching the
1st. To hear the Reports ol the Directors, Superincity, the driver found he The Mandrake Pills act upon tue liver, remove aii obstructions therefrom, give the organ a healthy tone, and tendent and Treasurer.
pected of a tendency to smut.”
had an extra passenger. No fare was
charged the cure Liver Complaint, which is one of the most promiFarm for Sale.
2d. To choose Corporation officers for the ensuing
I’oetrv is defined as “ any expression of thought new comer.
nent causes of Consumption. The Sea-Weed Tonic in- year.
T1IE SUBSCRIBER offers his farm lor salt-,
so arranged as to make a man
vigorates the powers of the stomach, and by strengthen3d. To act upon any other business that may properly
tight or cry."
situated in Northpor;, on a good roud, and in
We thought it our duty to remonstrate with the
ing the digestion and bringing it to a normal and healthy come before this meeting.
healthy and pleasant locution, thirty ininutu
A letter from Deer Isle, with no signature, and
Per order JOHN* II. QUIMBY, Sec’y.
improves the quality of the blood, by which
ride from the Post Office, Depot and Steamboat
misguided men who left the city last Saturday, re- condition
means the formation of ulcers or tubercles in the lungs
2w26
wnarves.
£>aid larm contains j4 acri u good Inna, suit
Belfast, January 4, 1870.
containing a sum of money in payment tor the sorted to a pond in the
interior,'and didn’t come becomes impossible. The combined action of these
ably divided into Tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
Journal, reached this ollice last week. Will the home until Sunday
well watered and good buildings, house new. A
thus breaking the Sab- medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of
fenced,
night,
firm of POTE & DUNBAR having this day sold
! Consumption, if the remedies are used in time, and the
sender write again, giving his name? We can’t tell bath
large orchard of the best fruit, with Grab-apple and Pear
all to pieces. While we were
their entire stock to Messrs. Woods frConunf, do
thinking over I use of them is persevered in sufficiently to bring the case
trees, Grape vines, Cherry, Currant, .Vilson aud Agrito whom the money should be credited.
to a favorable termination.
the form of rebuke, they sent in a
by mutual consent dissolve. All persons who are indebt cultural Strawberry, Sec.
peace-offering.
Dr. Sehenck’s Almanac, containing a full treatise on ed to the late firm, or to the firm of Pote & Prescott, are
Stock and Tools sold at a fair valuation if desired.
The boy Lewis Buckmau, of Rockland, who
It weighed four pounds, and we had it fried.
They the various forms of disease, his mode of treatment, and requested to call at the store of G. P. Pote, Huy ford Terms easy. Apply to
,J. C. LEWIS,
saved the schooner Commonwealth, in a recent may go again, if they want to.
general directions how to use his medicine, can be hail Block, and settle, as the books will be kept there until
Belfast, Maine.
M. E. POTE,
gratis or sent by mail by addressing his principal Office, the first of April.
Nov. 30, 1809.
tl21
gale, hits been presented with $20, by Mr. Budd, ot
II. DUNBAR, Jk.
Crosby &■ Lewis, in another column, discourse No. 15 North Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa.
•St. Louis.
Gw20
Belfast, Dec. 20, 1860.
Price of the Pulmouic Syrup and Sea Weed Tonic
in a philosophical manner
the
touching
advantages each, $1.50 per bottle, or $7.50 the half dozen; ManTimber Wanted.
The telegraph operators of the Western Union ot a ti-h diet. Also
they tell the public of their drake Pills, 25 cents per box. For sale by all druggists
E TV
M TURK!
V E TV
<» O O IT IT !
and dealers.
\ large quantity of Hemlock and Spruce timber, tor
lines are on a strike in the principal cities all over facilities for
splyr2t>
supplying the market. Just read what
±\. Railroad crib-work, to be built this winter. Di
the country, to resist an attempt to cut down their they say. 'I hey
mentions and other particulars given on application t>
TIME IITOLD MHKR1E§
keep an order slate at the store of
DRY
SMALL WARES, the subscribers at Belfast.
GROCERIES,
UOODS,
A. BENNETT it CO.
salaries. The operators in Maine do not join it.
I >. I anncc & Co., and take
result from indiscretion in early liic may be alleviagreat pains to get tlic that
3w2 ■*
Belfast, Dec. 29. 1809.
ted and cured. Those who doubt this assertion should
CROCKERY-WARE, FI.OUR, PROfreshest
ami
best
A lady without any trimming on her dress, atfish that arc brought to market.
purchase Dr.- Hayes’ new medical work, published by the
ETC.
ETC,,
VISIONS,
tracted general attention on the streets yesterday.
< 'apt. lSuekland.who has
l’eabody Medical Institute, Boston, entitled “THE
EDI ( l L I L fa I .n I X i T I O H
nearly finished the plans SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION.”
(Kennebec Journal.
of his recent survey of the Penobscot
and Vitality impaired by the errors of youth or a too close
THE NEW YORK
A lady without any dress on her
Bay
to business, may be restored, and manhood
trimmings ■liver
Railroad, finds the distance from Rockland application
n
4i ii ^ .
would doubtless have attracted a great deal more.
regained. The Institute also publishes “SEXUAL
to Winterport to be fit) miles.
The estimated cost PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND HER DISRev. Mr. Cook, of the West 7th street Methodist
is 81 ,.‘!32.n10. oil an average of $20,G5G.3S per mile, EASES,” the best book of the kind extant. One or
PRINTS, SHEETINGS, PLANNERS, PAINT
250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.
both these works should be in every household. The
x.
Y.
has
run
dm;cli,
off with a tascinating young flic
CLOTHS, ETC.
difference in average cost of the two routes advertisement of the Peabody Medical Institute, in
and stai-i.es, Agents tor the
lady teacher in his Sunday school, leaving a wife from Camden to
another column, will give the reader :i fuller account of
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
Lineolnville, is 8000 per mile, in these excellent
Small
and two children.
and
Wares
Yankee
Notions
publications.
were
sp5w2'»
PORTLAND
with
a
full supply o( the celebrated
mixed
for
They
badly
favor of the western route.
IflVIRUTl
M ElblClN KM.
These Cura
some time prior to the event.
Such is life.
in
tives ure the favorite prescriptions ut the New York
A Farmer's Club lias boon formed at South MontMrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
A man was knocked senseless on Portland bridge,
Medical University. IV hut may seem almost incredible
villr, with the following list of officers—President,
OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs. CEO C K E RY
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis
and robbed of $210.
W A II E
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Hook
•I. C. Kuowlton; Vice
Congress Street, Belfast.
A. II. Cram, .J.
Presidents,
A
NICE
ASSORTMENT.
&£}"
attention
to
Special
till
In New York the girls practice at
given
beginners.
tree, containing important Physiological information
putting their II. Conner; Secretary, AY. S. Pottle; Treasurer, A.
(or
wanted
in
Agents
every town in the
everybody.
feet over their heads. One of them, dislocated her
State. \Ve would be pleased to communicate with any
•I. Young; Committee, G.AV. Presentt. F.
GROCIDRIES.
Prescott,
one
an
in
the
for
the
sale
of the University
desiring
hip
agency
performance the other day.
E. S. Brook".
A fflil.l. SELECTED STOCK, OF THE BEST I.\ Medicines.
A clerk in the Brooklyn
P.
F.
At.
Mr. C. AY. Ilaney informs his friends and all
HENDERSON,
Lb, Consulting Physician,
post-office got a “dead
THE MARKET.
In Searsport, Dec. 31st, by F. Goodhue, Esq.. Mr. Jos.
sure thing” on a contract
cases cured by Contract.
Medical Advice, tree.
Ottiiv
by stealing all the other who may desire anything in the
and Miss Fanny A. Hopkins, both of S.
bids as they came to the office.
clothing line, that P.InMartin
hours, from s o’clock in the morning to * o’clock in the
Inst, by lion.Isaac Reed, Mr.Orrin J.
Waldoboro.Sth
Address all U tters to
he is now at E. C. Hilton’s
evening.
establishment, No. 70 Mink and Miss Theresa E, Bean, both of W.
“Nominate your family disturbance,” is the
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
In Damariscotta, Jan. 10th, by Rev. Mr. Richardson,
Main street, where he will be
lmppy to wait upon Thomas
Vicksburg style of asking’“what volt will take to
University Branch, 250 Congress St.,
C. Kennedy of Onawa City, Iowa, and Mis*
them.
drink !"
A choice lot of the common and U'3
Portland, Maine.
Laura A. Weeks of D.
|
The flats across which the railroad track is to be
A letter from our Hartford
extra
that wo will
correspondent will
extended, having upon examination been found
NOTICES.
appear next week.
warrant to
satisfacsuch as to allow piles to be
driven, the cribs are to
Gen. Grant's policy seems to be to reduce to
beg- lie abandoned, and the track carried across on
tion both as to
Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,must
piles. be[paid
gary the only child of George Washington, the
COURT OF
for. 1
The Messrs. Bennett will do the work.
father of his country. [Prentice.
and
In Searsport, Dec. 9th, Mrs. Vienna H., wife of Phinnext Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ol
r|WIE
Our thanks are due Hon. T. II.
The will of Alfred AY. Johnson was admitted to eas Warren, aged 40 years. Consumption.
_L_ Waldo, will be hold at Belfast, February 33, is.,, ,1
Cushing for Leg*3“Please call and examine our Goods. Country pro- 3 o'clock,
East Knox, Jan. 4th, Georgia A., daughter of William
P. M.
PETElt THACIIKR.
islative documents.
on
duce
of
kinds
all
taken in exchange.
probate
Tuesday. John II. Quimby, AY. II. and Mary Swett, aged 13 years and 7 mouths.
Register 5th District, Maine.
Belfast, Dec. 31, lsOD.
There is a lady in this city who has a sacoue and Burrill and George F. White are appointed aptl:l
A. P.
bonnet that cost $1500.
The State 1ms records praisers of the estate. The letters of probate reSHIP
NEWS.
Diiuct Court of the United /
tt«
,,,,
Foot of Main Street.
showing why it cost so much. [Argus.
quired $250 worth of revenue stamps.
1
States. District of Maine,
i 'N "AMvIii uu 1
Was she in the pap er credit business
C apt. Fred Barker has retired from the firm of
In
the
matter
of
WILLIAM
1‘.
COLEMAN, Bankrupt.
PORT OF BELFAST.
I’ 1 L I.!
third general meeting ol the creditors of said
The Tribune announces that
ARRIVED.
expensive parties Barker & Burgess, on account of ill-health, and
will be held at Belfast, In said Dis
are going out of fashion.
Bankrupt,
How about the Radical will take a trip to
Seh Daniel Williams, Robinson, Baltimore,
D. L. FEAVY
Cuba, with a view to recupera- JanSth
trict, on the twenty-second day of February, A. 1)., 1»70,
party ? [N. Y. Leader.
uth Sell Queen ot the West, Staples, Swan's Island.
at 3 o'clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Th icher, Es,|.',
tion.
proposes to sell off his entire stock of
12th Sell Mary Edwards, (Ireeulief. Baltimore.
one
of the Registeis In Bankruptcy in said District, to
The manager of a ballet troupe at Kansas City
An exceeding pleasant entertainment was
SAILED.
given
WINTER
CLOTHING wit, at the office of the Register of Probat' tor the
has been indicted for
“immorally exhibiting too to the gentlemen of the bar at the
purposes named in the 37th section of the Bankrupt Act
Jan. Util Sell .1 R Merriam, Clark, Boston
at REMARKABLE low prices.
much bea uty unadorned.”
residence of
ofMarch 3d,18(57. MARSHALL DAMS. V-sIgnte.
11th Sell Queen of the West, Staples. Swan's Island.
on AVednesday
Remember the place,
Judge
Dickerson,
Belfast, Jan. 3, ls70.
3iv3'i
evening.
Hickman, the Illinois wife murderer, is thought
Miss Anna I'. Morrison, a
to have killed no less than six consecutive ribs.”
7 PKENIX ROW
No
young lady from BelDistrict Court of tiif. United t
last, recently made her debut at a concert in Chel«was
in bankkuph r.
The logging teams in the woods are
BELFAST, Me.
States, State of Maine.
discouraged, sea, given by the Listeman Club, with marked sucj
there is no snow, the teams out of
and the cess. [Bangor AVhig.
In the matter of JOSEPH F. HALL, Bankrupt
hay,
lakes and streams arc
open.
third general meeting ot the creditors of said
Capt. James Miller has the honor of being the
NEW GOODS
Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said District
first subscriber to the stock of the
Who
on
the
railroad,
twenty-second day of February, A. D, ]*Ct),at
LEWIS &
&c. o’ciock, P. M., at the office
has paid his subscription in full.
LOCAL ITEMS, &c.
ol Peter Thatcher, Esij., on.
ot the Registers in
At the Foot of MAIN STREET, deaf in
Bankruptcy in said District, lo wit,
There will be a public
at the office ot the Register ot Probate, for the
service
at
the
religious
purposes
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
Goo. O.
named in the twenty-eighth section of the Bankrupt Act
Slr.s. Reynold's Benefit. The
Complimentary Hnitarian_ehurch on Sunday evening next.
And have then fresh from the
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
depths twice a has taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowl* Of March 3,1SB7
briney
Benefit to his lady, at Ilayford
week.
The
2w2ti
spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Hall, on the eveng
Assignee.
at the foot of Main street, and is opening an entire
HAT E\ ERA PERSON NEEDS is some re- Haddock, beautiful for chowders, the mottled
ing of the Oth, was a decided success. The Hall
Mackerel, ton,
medy for habitual Costiveness. ‘‘I would advise the ponderous Halibut, Uio translucent Smelt, the appe- new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the times. District Court of the United
was well filled, and the audience of a
highly appre- all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costive- tising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all may be found
IN ltAMUkl 1 "
States. District of Maine.
there.
*
GEO. 0. BAILEY.
ciative kind. The ballad singing
by Mrs. Quimby, ncs's, Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form of Shakspere it was who exclaimed—
In the matter of LLEWELLYN EMERY and DAt!23
Belfast, Dec. 14,1301).
to use DR. HARRISON'S PERISTALMiss Webster, Mrs.
Indigestion,
VID B. NEWTON,' Emery & Newton,) Bankrupts.
Thompson, Gen. Webster and TI<J LOZENGES.” ELISHA
“Flesh, flesh, how art thou fishified !■’
Mr. Dana, was as usual, excellent. Mrs.
HUNTINGTON,
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that pursuant to an orAnd the poet was right, as usual. He understood the
Sleeper M. D., Ex-Lieut. Governor of Massachusetts.
For
der of Court, the second meeting of the creditors
THE MOST FASHIONABLE
presided at the piano. Mrs. Reynolds recited the sale at No. 1 Tremout Temple, Boston,
E. A. question. As n diet, fish is better. Therefore should
of
said
by
will be held before Peter Thaeher,
Bankrupts,
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by ail Drug- flesh be fishified. Economy sanctions it, for lisli is
Ballad of the Shamrock, The Mother’s
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, at
Prayer, and gists. Mailed for
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digesCO cents.
his
office
in
to wit, at the office of the Register
2mo23
a
Belfust,
sang
tion. Physicians
it nourishes the brain and str
song, all of which were greatly applauded.
of Probate, in said Belfast, on the 22d day of February,
Worthy of Note. An exchange says, there is ens the mind. ItsayIs not heating, begets not hum engthora in
Three of the religious Societies of this
A.
D.
at2
I*. M,, for the purpose named in
o’clock,
1870,
IN
THE
STATE.
city present- scarcely a 'lay passes tint wo do not hear, either tlie blood.
the 27th section of the Bankrupt Act of March 2, iju'.r.
ed U tableau each. The U
uiversalists placed upon from persons coming into our office or in some other
Therefore, oh ye who arc wise, come to the Fish Marat
Dated
in
the
Bangor,
County of Penobscot, in said
having wholly refurnished his
the stage a representation entitled Love
of the success of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment ket. Order book at the store of D. Faunce A Co.
District, January 10, A. D. 1870.
Among the way,
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
in the cure of coughs and colds, so prevalent about
2w27
WHITING
S. CLARK, Assignee.
SHAVING AND IIAIR.DRESSING ROOMS
LEWIS A CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
Roses—surrrounding a love-making young couple town just now.
with a flock of
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1S70,
07
corner Main and High streets,(up stairs)ovcr Dr. Moody’s
cupids, beautiful little girls and
If we benefit the readers of the Journal
Court of tiie United ) Tvr
any by
boys, with flowing locks, and arrayed in
Drug Store, would call the attention ot the public to the District
1N ban km
k \
\
States. District of Maine.
wreaths, recommended Parsons’ Purgative Pills to be" the
changes and improvements he has made.
shining dresses and gauze wings. It was a beau- best anti-bilious medicine in the country, we are
In the matter of CHARLES W. GATES, 1
Bankrupt,
Bay Rumfree to all.1
tiful spectacle. The
willing to do so. We have had about as a "ood a Af\
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
sleepers wantCongregational Society had a chance
OOO kailroad
Clean Towel to every customer.
to know as any one.
been presented to the Court this thirtieth day of Noed. Having contracted for lo.OOO,
group of living statuary, persons clothed
entirely
we now ofler the balance to citizens
Rich and Poor served alike.
A. D. 1808, by Charles W. Gates, of Machius
In
our
the
line
vember,
northern
latitude
where
adjoining
chaimes on the following terms, if
| in white, representing Fidelity, Ilebe, Trayer, of temperature are so common, besudden
applied for immediately—
Neatness and Dispatch is our motto.
port, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he mighf
sure and keep
Cedar 40 cents each; Hacmetac as cents each; Yellow
be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts,
Truant, Shepherdess, Innocence. Sleeping Beauty. supplied with Warren’s Cough Balsam.
The best Ash 38 cents each; of the following detnensions: 9 feet
Special attention given to Ladies’and Chil- provable under the Bankrupt
Act, upon which an Order
Raphael’s Cherubs, Lesbia, Light and Shadow. thing to ward oft' consumption.
dren's work.
of Notice in the Machias Republican ami the Rockland
long, (> inches face, 0 inches thick.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. II.
A full assortment of Perfumes, Hair, Oil and Pom- Free Press, issued, returnable before the Court in Port
Relieved against the dark
Caution.
Purchasers of the Peruvian Syrup (a
the
background,
statuary protected solution of the
Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their ades, foreign and American, and all Fancy Goods of the land, on the first Monday of May, A. D. 180D, which orprotoxide of Iron) are cau- WEBB,
appeared classically beautiful. The Unitarian tioned
otlice In Belfast.
trade constantly on hand. Prices to suit the times.
der |lms not been complied with, and it now appearing
against being deceived by any of the preparThe
of the above sleepers will be
whole
fitted
the
flEyGive us a cali. Satisfaction warranted. Remom upon the further petition of said Gates, that the failure
Society
up
paid for on
stage as an Artist’s Studio, ations of Peruvian Bark,or Bark and Iron which the 15th
of the month succeeding their delivery af- ber
.1. CACCIOLA’S Fashionable
Hair Dressing so to comply was from no fault or neglect of his own,
day
hung around with picture frames. Behind these may be ottered them. Every bottle of genuine has ter inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer.'
Rooms, corner Main and High streets, (up stairs) over but was solely in consequence of the neglect of the poiPeruvian Syrup (not Peruvian Bark) blown in the
son whom he had
frames stood persons dressed to
Dr. Moody’s Drug Store.
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.
dmos^I
employed to attend to the publication
represent George
of said Order of Notice; upon now reading said PetiExamine
the
Bottle
before
Purchasing.
Washington, Lady Washington, Shakespeare, Em- glass.
We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments
tion for Discharge, anew,
01 the above deliveries in accordance with the terms
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
press Josephine, Summer, Longfellow's
of
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Children,
the advertisement.
the same, on the first Monday of March A. I).
A. HAYFORD
upon before
and Madonna. It was difficult to realize that
Jan. 10.
Monday',
27
President B. & M I,. R. it.
the Court In Portland, in said District, at
1870,
they
BUTTER—We quote good Vermont and New York
were not beautiful
10
A. M., and that notice thereof be published
o’clock,
dairies
The
at
35a37c per lb with an occasional sale of
paintings!
proceeds of the
in
the Machias Republican and the Republican Jour
fine fall Butter at 40c and upward; common
daievening netted to the beneficiary about $200.
Dissolution of
nal, newspapers printed in said District, once a
ries at 23a31c; Canada at30a35c; Western at 2i)a30
for
week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
good,and 23a21c for inferior; bakers’ 21a22c per lb.
CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing beproved their debts and other persons in interest, may apEGGS—The market is quiet and prices steady at 4Ga47e
The attention of Waldo
tween
the
under
the
lirm
name
who
do
undersigned,
of
and show cause, if any they
Comity people
per doz (or fresh laid, and 33a35 for limed.
pear at said time and place
BARKER & BURGESS, is this day dissolved by mutual
have, why the prayer of said Petition should not be
something in the way of lumbering, is called to the
BEANS—The market remains dull, and prices are not
consent, and the affairs of the late linn wi 11 be settled by
WM. P. PREBLE,
so firm. Prime
granted.
mediums
are
advertisement for Railroad ties, in this
hand-picked
at $2 37 Albert C. Burgess, who alone is authorized to use the
Clerk of District Court for said District.
3w27
paper. Some and it is not easy to sell a car load evenselling
at that price
name of the firm in liquidation.
$i!0,000 is to be expended in this way, and the peo- We quote mediums at $2 25a2 37 for choice screened
and
FRED BARKER,
hand flicked mediums; common do Pea Beans at
ple or the vicinity may as well retain the money as a2
$2 25
ALBERT C. BURGESS.
Sale.
(T\( BEST IN THE WO^LD'
50; prime do $2 75a3 per bush. Canada Peas $1 40al 00
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.
to have it go to Nova
IN BANKRUPTCY.
V&V. i
Scotia, as it otherwise will. per bush.
POULTRY—The
of
choice
fresh
The railroad company will guarantee the
By Charles C. Chary, Auctioneer.
killed Turkeys
The business heretofore carried on at 73 Main
payment continues light, andsupply
prices range from 23a25c for good Belfast, by Barker & Burgess, will be continued street,
at the
In the matter of JOSEPH F. HALL,
of the bills, on the delivery of the ties. The
Bankrupt.
prices and choice birds. Chickens are very scarce, ana 4,Sc same place by Albert C. Burgess. All persons indebted
SEND
A
EOR
CIRCULAR
could
be obtained for choice lots, while common to the late lirm
order of the Honorable Edward Fox, Judge ot
offered are 3S cents (or yellow ash and
note or accouut, arc requested to setby
haemetae, to goodreadily
Chickens and fowls sell all the way from 20a25c tle the same at
the Dictrlcfc Court ot the United States for the
once, as it is necessary that all demands
New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.
and 40 cents for cedar, with two cents additional if
District of Maine, I shall sell at public auction at my ofper lb. Geese are not in demand, and sell at 10al3c
due said lirm must
delay. The books
FRESH MEATS—The supply of Dressed Hogs today will remain with the be'paid without
fice In Belfast, in said District, on Saturday, the twenty
delivered at the required distances on the track.
a
short
time
for
undersigned
settleis light, and prices are firmer. Sales were made
ninth day of January, A. D. 1870, at ten o’clock, A. M.,
at the ment.
ALBERT C. BURGESS.
To our personal knowledge this is two cents
the interest of said Bankrupt in an undivided ninth part,
for railroad today at 13a 13 l-2c for lots. Beef is dull at quoNoticeBelfast, Jan. 10.1870.
<iw27
tations. Mutton and Lamb are in
and the undivided ninth of a ninth part of the real eseach tie more than the contractors
demand, and the marget.
is to certify that I, Benjamin Moody, of Winter- tate of Frye Hall, located in the rear of the Belfast
ket is firm. We quote Dressed Hogs at 13al3 l-2c
EastNPOKEN!
port, lather ot Charles A. Moody, hereby give no- Academy, which was conveyed by said Bankrupt to Har('apt. Rockland will soon enter the service of the ern Beef at 8allc per lb by the side. Chicago do 7allc
tice that I have this day given my son the remaining rison Mahoney, of said Belfast, on the fourteenth day
per lb; Mutton 7a9c; Lamb 8al2c per lb.
Belfast and Moosehead Lake
The subscriber has just received from- New
Railroad, as resident
VEGETABLES—New York stock is plentier, and Ten
Hampshire, lime of his minority, and shall hereafter claim none of of December, 1868, to secure him for the sum of $200,
Thousand best lllckery and White Oak
that day loaned to said Bankrupt by said Mahoney,
te
Spokes his earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting.
engineer, the position recently held by Mr. Morti- prices have dropped to t»5c lor good lots, and
Maine Po- form 1 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches.
Please call and examine said
tatoes sell at 70c per bush. Onions are dull at *4 an..'-,
BFNJAMIN MOODY.
deemable ou payment of said sum and interest in one
mer.
Spokes at No. 1, PIIENIX ROW.
Witness—Upton Tkkat,
per bbl,
year from date.” JOS. WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
OAKKS ANGIER.
ls>«*.
Frankfort, Dec.
”W26
Belfast, Jan. 1, 1870,

To prevent misapprehension, we make haste to
say that the article on
bundling"’ on the last pltge
of this paper, is copied from the Portland Tran-

pened

on

episode," as Artemas Ward says, hap- erties ascribed to the mineral, without producing any of
its injurious effects.
stage from this city to Ellsworth, last
To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Schcnck, of Philait was entering the latter place. A wo- delphia, owes his uurivailed success in the treatment of

the

THE

ii

v

<* o

UNIVERSITY

BRANCH,

Henderson

great variety.
--

TEACHER

__MARRIED.

PORK. BEEF, LARD AND FLOUR.
grades,

diedT"

BANKRUPTCY

give

price

BANKRUPTCY.

quality.

MANSFIELD,

.„

CONGRESS
In tin1 Senate Monday the
Virginia bill was
taken up ami discussed. A
lengthy discussion ensued during which Mr.
Pomeroy opposed immediate action because the records
of the Virginia legislature showed that the
body never had been legally organized and
that ks legislation was
consequently void.
Mr. Stewart urged the
prompt admission of
the Slate, and Mr. Howard
expressed his opposition thereto at| this time. A large number
lit
bills were introduced,
i
including a res! olution by Mr, Corbett, in favor of
.including
; the annexation of British Columbia in thene°
got iations now pending with Great Britain.
In the House Mr. Bingham introduced a bill
tor the admission of
Virginia and demanded
the previous question on its
passage. The
previous question was seconded and then
Mr. Benjamin ot Mo, moved to reconsider
tlie vote. The question was taken
by yeas
mid nays and there was a tie vote, 7(3 to 7G.
The Speaker gave his
casting vote in the negative so the motion to reconsider was rejected. After some time spent on Mr.
Bingham’s
bill it was discovered that there had been a
a mistake in
making up the result of the vote
on the motion to reconsider the vote
ordering
the main question.
The correct vote was 77
to 7(3.
The Speaker therefore withdrew his
vote and the House refused to order the
main
question—yeas 7G nays 77. The bill therefore went over under the rule. The names
ot Messrs. Morrill and Peters of Maine
were
j recorded among the ayes. Several bills and
! petitions were introduced.
The Senate in
executive session confirmed the nomination
of Lorenzo
Sawyer to be Circuit Judge of the
ninth judicial district and referred the
treaty
for the acquisition of San
Domingo to the

Committee

on

Foreign Relations.

THE RED RIVER REBELLION.

to"jail,

jinny

which might lie in

Timber Found.

G- P.
AMU INTO THE DOCK OF THE SUBSC RIBEK,
mon Apples.
j a few weeks ago, a spruce spar, which th c owner
DRIED APPLES—There is very little inquiry for is requested to take
away, after paying charges.
Dried Apples, and buyers purchase, only in small lots.
W. II. SIMPSON,
We quote Eastern quarter ed at Liable per lb; do sliced
Jan,
3w27
Belfast,
10,1870.
ISalGe; New York state quartered 11 l-2al2c; do sliced
(Office iirst door south o( Ilaylord Block.)
12 l-2al.1c; Northern Oh io 10 3-4al lc. Southern OalO.
To FRANCIS D. SHAW.
CHURCH STREET,
tfi'.l
HAY—There is a good supply «n the market, and the
BELFAST, MAINE.
HEREBY GIVE YOU NOTICE, that I intend to
demand has not been very brisk. Holders are making
Oxide
Gas
or
aS*Nitrous
Ether administered.
foreclose your mortgage to me of one colt and o ne
sales at quototions whenever there are purchasers, but
forced sales would have to be made at some concession. brown mare, dated April 2(5, I860, and recorded in the
Wc quote prime Eastern cargo at$21a25 per ton, and town of Winterport, the condition of said mortgage be8. IICKIBIOII,
N. A. RICH.
Vermont and Eastern nrime by the carload at 21a24 50 ing broken.
3w27
per ton: inferior qualities at 16al8, and Swale Hay
Winterport, Dec. 31, 1860.
at $15; per ton. New York Straw $27a28*per ton.

accompanied her, and sunk the latter.
A Nevada City merchant advertises “Old rags of
Great amusement was caused in Court on Mona greenish hue, embellished with Chase's photographs, cheerfully taken in payment for stock."
I nniA uror I
day by the examination of our friend Charles ElliWhy will you always
LjUUIV ilLuL ! plod tor somebody else,
Gardiner is to be enlivened by a masquerade ball. ol, of Knox, by Mr. Jewett. Charles followed very
49*when we can start you in business at a sure income
in his answers the manner of the questioner.
ol' $2 to $5 per day or $1 per evening, or proport ionWe see it stated that John Bull i- now luxuriat- closely
rates for your spare moments. Women can m ake
ing upon kangaroo sauages. 1 s this only the better If the attorney was mild, he got replies as soft as
us much as men. Reader* you will bless the day you
to enable him to “jump" the Alabama claims!’ [N.
evening zephyrs. When Jewett raised his voice absent 10 cents for full particulars and samples. AdY. Com. Adv.
dress GEO. S. MELLEN, Lewiston, Maine.
We
Charles pitched his tone high. And when Jewett
43rcharge the 10 cents to keep thousands from sendi ng
Kansas still bleeds. A negro in Atchison shot shouted and gesticulated. Charles also struck an
who don’t mean business, but had rather stick to
4*S~thcir $2 a day aud be bossed round.
Mr. Cox, and the same night a mob took the negro attitude ami
4wsp2(ifc
spoke up as though he was talking to

which

;t.

ii;iig

Such tremendous south-east gales as we
have had recently arc liable to do great damage,

APPLES—The market is quiet, and the demand today
lias not been active. Holders are linn at $ 1 50 lor prime
lots of Greenings and Baldwins, and $1 per bbl for com-

Chicago, 111., Jan. 8.
A letter front Lieut.

ifllli, says:
On the 22d

Boniface,

dated Dec.

inst, the Winnipeg insurgents
loan of £850
sterling from the Hudson Bay
Company, under protest. £550 of
Urn amount were used to
purchase the press
and printing materials
belonging to Caldwell
( o
irom which is to be issued
a
in
he interest ot the insurgents. Its paper
name will
be “I he Independent,” and it is to be
edited
by Major Robinson. A young Irish priest
named O’Donahue is the
leading insurgent
He contemplates making a
journey to the
United States, but whether for
raising
° funds
or
is
not
known.
enlisting Fenians,
A letter from McTavish dated at Fort
Garry, Dec. 25th, to the Hudson Bay Company’s
agent at St. Paul, says that the loan mentioned above was obtained by the
insurgents carrying off the company’s safe, which contained
the amount named. The stolen funds are
redeemable at the Fort Garry factory in exchange on London. He warns Americans
against negotiating these notes, as they are
ll-ele- ■.
forced

^
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fish!
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fish!
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THE

CROSBY,

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES,
Bailey,

",

THIS

HAIR DRESSING

ROOMS

JCACCIOLA

_

LUMBERMEN!

THIS

—

Co-partnership.

THE

SHOTGUN^

Assignee’s

BY

^POKES'

TillS

..

v

THE AFRICAN

MOTHER-IN-LAW.

From I’.iul l>u
in

saxk.

JOHN

Dear Anna,” she .says, “as you clearly may see.
Has always been used to depending on me;
Poor child! though the gentlest that ever was

known,

slw*. could never be trusted

a

moment alone;

lungs!”

longest

is in

Hein

Phthisic!

|tbbcrtiscmcnts.

an

Phthisic ! MANHOOD

AND WOMANHOOD.

of

tongues.
Ihit your mother-in-law, you discover ere long,
feeble in body, iii temper is strong;
And •;;> you surrender—what else can you do5*
"he governs your wife and your servants and you:
And calls you a *:tvage, the coarsest of brutes.
K..r trampling the carpet with mud on your boots;
And vows she committed a stupid “fox paw”
ii r i*hly becoming your mother-in-law.

Though

*o (said the Major) pray let me advise
flic carefulle>t use of your ears and your eye*
take you a maid
1 am something afraid),
Who gives you, the darling, her hand and her love.
With a sigh for her “dear sainted mother above!”
Prom which the conclusion you safely may draw,
"in- will never appear as your mother-in-law.

And

Am 1 rpif'risparihns,
d widow.* my boy,

BUNDLING.

Pm-haps no antique custom has led to more
iii-.torir.il dispute and literary controversy
li t 11 that which prevailed at an early date
among the original settlers in certain portions
I this country, known by the euphonious
title of-bundling”—by which was designated ih
practice among lovers of different
■\es of occupying the same couch at
night
lining the period of their courtship. This
-angular, and, fin modem estimation, decided
■

1 v vulgar practice, was probably
imported
with otlvr social peculiarities from Ireland
and Wales, where it long prevailed

among
he poorer peasantry, and was supposed to
h ive originated in a desire to avoid the expense of maintaining fires upon the hearth
during the lung hours in which parties
passionately affected chose to remain in coml)r. Ilenry Heed Stiles in his “History
pany.
and Genealogies at Ancient Windsor, Connecticut," having mentioned the prevalence
<>f this habit among tliu, first settlers of that
.lion, wa- severely taken to task by tlici'r
descendants, who considered tlie assertion
an
imputation most unfavorable to their
family honor. In self defence, and in proof
"f the historical veracity of his original statements, he has prepared a smart, lively monogram, which lias just issued from the press
ol duel Munsell, in this
city, tinder the title,
'Bundling; its Origin, Progress and Decline
in America."
The New England pioneers
did not originate the custom, but took it as
was transmitted to them bv the
parent
so nks in the old world, from which
they
-prang. When the Homans occupied the
British Isles, ii was alread
in vogue, and
led to a statement by historians who accompanied Caesar that the natives held their
uomen in eommon.
Eater it became the
rule for a man and woman to agree to live
together for one year. If, during that time
a child
was born, the union became
permanent : it not. either party was at liberty to
dissolve it. This singular style of wediock,
which was termed “hand-iastning,” continued in certain districts until the time of James
of Scotland, and from the
VI
resulting
ibundanee of bastards originated many bor!.#• wars and quarrels of dans, the effects of
which are experienced to this day.
In Wales, a lover calling upon the object
ol his passion, would secure admission
by
’upping three times at the window. A bed
"f rushes was made down, upon which
they
reposed under heavy coverlets, continuing
their conversation until morning. No shame
attached to the ad. Travellers within a recent
period mention sceuing young couples thus
arrange themselves, in theirprescnee.and that
of other visitors, as if without the least idea
that their behavior would lie
unfavorably
tbought of. Yet notwithstanding this General tolerance, a great deal of
immorality
may undoubtedly lie attributed to the habit,
ami it lias very naturally encountered strenuous opposition from the
clergy, and from all
reforming agencies. In Holland, a similar
practice prevails, under the name of “questing," H was referred to in a work written
o> Hon. Henry C. Murphy, now State Senator, formerly Minister to the
Hague, who
furnished Doctor Stiles an interesting note on
the subject
In former times an entire ab-rnee of clothing was allowed
; but modern
civilization is more particular.
In some cantons ot Switzerland, and osI'C'ially in tho region of the Untenvald, a
similar social habit may still be traced. Going back to the Orient, we probably find its
origin, as well as that of many other singular domestic and religious observations._
Among many of the Att'ghan tribes, it is
usual for a lover to present himself at the
bouse of his betrothed with some suitable
gift, in return for which he is permitted to
pass the night upon her conch.
Among the
fierce Dyaks, a lover will help till1
girl lie
desires to wed in her field work aTl
day.
\t night he approaches her
resting place.
If she rises and converses with
him, all is
well; but if, on the other hand, she says,
I;c good (‘iiough to blow
up the fire,” or
■Light the lamp,” (a bamboo tilled with
resin) then his hopes are at an end, and that
the usual form of dismissal.
Dr. Stiles, having proven the
early existence and wide extent of the “bundling”
custom, proceeds to show that it was
thoroughly
established in the New World
Colonial days, and especially in
Virginia
and the New England States. He
quotes
from historians upon this point—from Rev.
Alonzo li. Chapin, who edits the records of
t

during°the

t

lastenbury, Connecticut—1759—1791—from
Worthington’s history of Dedham, Massachu-

j Simonton

PHILO CHA8K.

Counsellor and

WOMAN'S

RIGHTS!
Believing

that the Ladies

titled the

Dry

law,

Attorney at

Eros. & Co.

of

right

are en-

purchasing

their DRY GOODS whore

thoy

lowing

obtain tho

can

host

Wood's

bargains,

•Simonton Eros. &Co.

1

•

11

lave been

TNDI CKD to arrange
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■

their GOODS
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their rust,an

wherby

ers ran
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A

save
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Manhood: How Lost. How Restored,

h lit
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Double

DRESS GOODS.
Wo have the LARGEST ANS<>RT
•M EN'I

her

that

if. and the aillicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
of diseases ot women than any other physician in
Boston.
it is anti*
■*
/vi
TT
1- a
»>
»s
Boarding accommodations tor patients who may wish
i the rsicotine has been ex* to stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow. since 1845, having confined his whole attenI ranted; it leaves no dis* i
Smoking Tooacco
last;alter smoking; it is very mild, light in j tion to an ufiice practice for the cure of Private Diseases
agreeable
color and weight, hence om pound will last as long as ;; and Female Complaint •=. acknowledges r.o superior in the
of ordinary tobacco. In this brand we iIso pack orders ; United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
every day for first qualify Meerschaum Pipes. Try it |
and convince yourselves it is all it claims
be.
rnk | not be answered.
FISK.ST OF ALL."
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 9 p, m,
Boston July 25 1869.
!y4
This
brand oi Fine Cut
LORILLARDS
;
r^i T7» TVT rn TT nv 1 dlc'wi,1br tobacco his no
X U ri JL ‘yu.'l or superior anv\^/ Jjj
where.
it is without
Chewing Tobacco.
j -i -«ht the best che.ving
tobacco in the country,

lily packed.

LORILLARDS

Yacht

is mad- oi
leal grown;

j

the choicest

customers with

and beneficial to health, tiro, o. GOODWIN &
lio^on.a ul all druggists,
Cunl!

cure

a

Club! »wp-

OTTOMANS,
EPPI LINES,

LORILLARDS

(ml
SmT
^

■ r

I

n

j

bi

lv

Iv

Bought and sold

S. A

“thej

best" wherever used.

bfl
C

p

It your storekeeper dors not have tluv-i articles tor!
-ale, ask him to get them ; they are sold hv respectable

jobbers almost everywhere.
Circular of j>rices mailed on application.
P. LORILLARD & CO.. New York.

ctf

o

ft

COMMON SENSE ! !

ND

circulars.
SKCOMB .Sc CO..
Louis, Mo.

<>:

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE Oil MAEKIED.
£»BB,

Aromatic

receipt ot Price.

Ms.

Green’s I
!

-r

Sale.

tfnT*ii>‘s

21 Kmlicott

Roftloit. .">8

arranged that patients never see or
Recollect, the only entrance to his oflice

is

so

ing

no

connection with his

selves,

^^ne

s s

Box.

per

case
:ii

just opened and ve-.dv For

no

prices

that will in<n
■'.lie of them.

■■■

can

im

any parson

j

j

is

to impose upon patients, that he
niK ONI V KKGII.AK (illADt'A TK I*
AltVEI’.TISING IN BOSTON.

feRoinomher

the

place.

;t<J ih,„r

Hayford Block,

s

TWENTY

1 V

<

AN

YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact 30 well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c., that lie is much recommended, and particularly to

con-

.-is. to

is

$1.00

WATERPROOFS
A.VD

|

We cut

Belfast.,

till'

FJtKK

OF

Cents'
Momns'

o i- i. i: i; i; a

Perfected

i

i-: u

Spectacles

Sale at. CALVIN 11 LUVKY’S,
tlAMKS KML1JY, .levveler, Bueksjiort.

company.
This consideration

at

the

Flannels, Under-

garments, Braces, Stockings.
Scarfs, Paper Collars, and
endless

variety of
articles, so cheap
that roady

an

caid E ) E LrLAS&E.S.

A

purchased

Ihpaitmrtil.

Woolen Goods.

BONDS,

(HA KM rid

STOR K.

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

rax \ m s .v

garments

when tin* doth is

High St|

DECISION ol the Commissioner oi Internal
>
Revenue, just, received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tax ot FI N E l’ER
('EM, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid ol
a railroad, or
by way ol a loan ol credit to a railroad

]>

Department

presented from 3()

$

SIMONTOM BROS & CO

H. L. LORD’S.

V

<'■’<

CLOAKINGS.

i.isieia Collars ami

CITY

/j() It' ft

Every quality

ready

'on;jcaT--*/xiy*37

hear ach oth -r
is Ho. 251. hav

account

>lt

tinues unabated.

in.

«

boldly asserts, <and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure then
Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.

16 cts.

.mding.

Wholesale and Detail, by
*
1». HOH EH A < 4>
Bella !. Maine.

DR. DIX

«OU> 55 V 1 LL

Paper Collars,

CUFFS. \T

,ihh.

residence, consequently

family interruption, so that on
hesitate applying at his cilice.

For the

The rush in this

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE.

Vegetable Soap

<f/h/

/

cTs.
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The ir effects and consequences;

iiifrinycr3.-g$r Addles
Boston: Ma^s.. Pittsburgh, Pa., or St.
Jktvarc
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SOLITARY If A BITS.

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS
V\ AX J ED—AGEN i.S. *'-\>0 per month to sell the oniv
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE IAM1EY
SEWING MACHINE
Price only *IK. Groat in- j
SEC It LT AND DELICATE DISOKDEKS;
ducementu to Agents, Tins is the most popular Sewing
Mercurial Affections Eruption.** and :ill diseases oj the
Machine ot tin* day—makes the famous “Elastic I.ock
Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
Stitch"—will do any kind of work that can be done on
ofthe Joints; Nervousness; Constituthe Face;
an;. Machine—100,000 sold and the demand constant- tional and Swelling
other Weaknesses in youth and thrum. ,;d- !
y increasing. Now is the time to take an Agency. Send v.iruled, at all
ages.
or

Mailed

pleasant medicines.

SELF-ABUSE
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BLACK ALPACAS.

Oil Cloth Table Covers at attractive
prices. I
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GO

*

weather, with sate
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Linen Finish
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>* n.l, liK FORFFTTJiD BY Du. I LUX
if failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and pumenontly, with
less restraint from
.cu pat ion’or less expo-lire to all:
Wv/

LYONS POPLINS, &c„

A. W. De Laine. 30 cts.
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HOWES & CO,
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bottle of Per-

Spreads at sd.50.
Yard Wide Brown Cottons, 12 cts.
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“what am I ?” They took her toward the
banks of the Rcmbo, and hound her with
cords. Quengueza, as you know, was not
in Gounibi. IIow much I wished lie had
been! Presently silence fell again upon the
crowd. Then the harsh and demon like
voice of the doctor once more rang over the
town, ll seemed to me like the hoarse croak
of some death fore-telling raven.
‘There is
an old woman not far from the king's palace.
She lives in a long and narrow house, and
just hf front of the house are plaintain-trees
which come from the sprouts which were
planted by Oganda. the king’s eldest brother
who is now dead. There is also, back of her
house, a lime-tree which i< now covered
with fruit. -She has bewitched Mpomo.”
Again the crowd rushed oil'. This time tbe\
seized a princess.a niece of King Quengueza,
a
noble-hearted and rather majestic old
As they crowded about her with
woman.
flaming eyes and threats of death, she rose
proudly from the ground, looked them in the
face unflinchingly, and, motioning litem to
keep their hands oil her. said, “1 will drink
the mbottndon, lor I am not a witch: and
woe to my accusers if I do not die !” Again
a third time, the dreadful silence fell upon
the town, and the doctor’s voice was heard.
Oh, howl hated that voice! ‘-There is a
with six children—she lives on a
woman
plantation toward the rising sun —she too has
bewitched Mpomo." Again there was a
furious shout, and the whole town seemed
to shake under the uproar of voices clamoring for vengeance. A large sipuul of people
rushed toward a plantation not far front the
village. They returned soon after, appearing frantic, as if they were all crazy, and
went toward the bank of the river, dragging
with them one of King Quengueza's slaves,
a gootl woman, who many and many a time
had brought me baskets of ground-nuts,
bunches of bananas, and plantains. Her
they took to where the two others were.
Then the doctor descended the street of tinvillage. He approached the woman, and the j
crowd surrounded them. In aloud voice the
doctor recited the crime of which tin- three j
As each accusation
women wore accused.
was recited the people broke out in curses.
Each one rivaled his neighbor in cursing the
victims,fcarfull est lukewarmness should bring
a like fate.
So Okondaga's father, mother
and sisters joined in the curses. The king’s
niece was cursed by her brothers and sons,
and the poor slave by everybody. It was a
tearful scene to contemplate. Then a passage was formed in the vast crowd, and the
three women were led to the river, where a
large canoe was in waiting. The executioners went in lirst, then the women, the
doctor, and a number of people well armed
with huge knives and axes. By this time the
sweat ran down my face.
I must have been
deathly pale as I followed each motion of the
people. Then tho tam-tams boat, and the
proper persons prepared the mboundou.
Quabi, Mpomo’s eldest brother, who was to
inherit all of Mpomo’s property, held the
poisoned cap. At sight of it poor Okandaga
began again to cry, and Qucugueza's niece
turned pale in iho face, for even a negro face
at such times attains a palor which is quite
Three other canoes, full of
perceptible.
armed men, surrounded that in which the
victims were. A mug full of mboundou was
handed to the old slave, woman, next to the
loyal niece, and last to the young and kind
Okandaga. As they drank the "multitude
shouted, “If they are witched,let the mboundou kill them; if they are innocent, lot the
mboundou go out!’’ It was the most exciting
scene in my life.
My arrival in the cannibal
country was as nothing compared with this.
Though horror froze my blood, my eyes were
riveted upon the spectacle. 1 could "not help
it. Suddenly the slave fell down. She had
not touched the boat’s bottom before her
head was hacked off by a dozen rude swords,
the people shouting “Kill her ! Kill her?"
Next came Quengucza’s niece. In an instant her head was off, and her blood was
dying the waters of the liver. During all
this time my eyes had been riveted on
poor
Okandaga. 1 hoped that she would not jfall,
but soon she staggered, and
struggled, and
cried, vainly resisting the effects of the poison
in her system. There was a dead silence—
the executioners themselves were still—for
Okandaga was the belle of the village, and
had more lovers than anybody else; but,alas !
she finally fell, and in an instant her head
was hewn off.
Then all was confusion, In
an
incredibly short space of time the bodies
were cut in pieces and thrown in the river.
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gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT
THOUSAND CASKS OF (iOODS
ADVANTAGE over tiie bonds ot towns and cities which
sale of them is no
wore shipped from our house in One Year, to famisubject to this tax-, and makes them by far the most lies, clubs, ami merchants, in
every part of the country,
desirable
investment
in
the
market.
from
Maine to California, amounting in value to over
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
Nearly lil'ty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native before the decision of the
Commissioner was received—
numerous
in
Boston
more
than
in
other
quacks,
large and investors will lind it for their advantage to send in
Our facilities for transacting this immense bus: mss
j cities,
inu/tr<littt'd/i, as no assurance can be given'that any thing
DR. DIX
are better than ever before.
more than a limited amount v
We have agents in all the
nier
j
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— j rates,
cities to purchase goods from the Manufuctu!principal
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
tflO
ers, Importers, and others, for <a*l», and often it an
City
Treasurer.
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through!
immense sacrifice from the original cost of production.
so long experience, practice, and observation.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
Milan 1*, llhinketM, Built*. 4'ottonw, bin-,
be not robbed and add to your sulferings in being deceived
ham*. l>res«i boodt, 1'aldo Liiien, I'ohHi,
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
IIoiierv, 4-Un e*. Mkirt*. € or*et* Ac*.. Ac.
and pretentions of
§ilver-B*lated llare. Spoon* plated on
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
Nickel Milver. Denert Fork*, fitediottle
who know little of the nature and character of Special
|dat<Ml Cafdors. Britannia Hare. 4-la**
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
H are.T.ililr <end B'ocket ( iitlery, iu ^rrai
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
varietv
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
ami
Klegaiil French
(mmiiiuii
Fhncv
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
4-ood*. Beautiful IMiotograpli tlbiiiu*, the
WILL PI 1 IftEVFS A NILiltl
:-ix
in names of those inserted in the diplomas, always on hand ol all si/. --, from two i«vi to -ix
advertising
newest
ami
choicest
in
Morrocco
and
styles
Velvet
llindbo found in
of $30 p«»r week ami expenses, or allow a
and ;iu ox
but to further their imposition assume names of other cel- inches,
fngs.
large commission, to sell our new wonderful inventions’ ebrated
since dead.
long
Neither
be
physicians
deceived
^»n(Kio
T
(
W
ALXI
iSKET^
an
Travelling
Handkerchief
Bag-*.
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
I
Address,
always
hand, or made
and blove Boxes. Ac.
by
to order, and trimmed in theLATKST S1YKK.
animation of
<-old aud IM.ited Jewtdry. of tlte uc««e*t
Q U ACK iN OST K U M-MAKERS,
A'iK
Doctor
or
11 rug-grist
for
jour
II A Bill tVOOIK'.tfel* B3T«. roadv.'m.id.Mt LOW *fy Be*.
am!
certificates
false
and
recommendreferences,
SR EET <11' 1
1AE—it erjuils (bitter) (Quinine, through
Wo have also made arrangements with some of tloPRICKS.
is
ations of their medicines by the. dead, who cannot expose
solicited.
MTd by Stearns, Faur & Co., Chemists, New York.
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their imthe
standard and latest works of popular authors at
COFFIN (IIE11".
copy from medic;. 1 books, much that is written
positions,
about one-half the regular price :-such as P.yron, M« >oki
IV CSO M ANC Y. F A SC IN ATION
OR
SOU I, of the qualities and eff cts of different herbs and plants
No. 11 Phoonix Row,
Pirns, Milton,and Tkn.nyson's Works, in full Gilt
CHARMING.—100 pages; cloth. This wonderful and ascribe all the same to their
Pills, Extracts, Specifics
and Cloth I.indings,—and litindreds of others.
book lias full instructions to enable the reader to fascinif
not all, contain Mercury, because
most of which,
&c.,
D.
C.
HIS
A.
FIELD,
B.
MATHEWS.
ate either sex, or any : nimal, at will.
riw celebrated 1>U. L
Mesmerism, ol the ancient belief of its curing everything,” but now
rI'''’ ‘Ui LADIES
Dll
THESE AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR
1 particularly invites nil Oldies who need Mid,.
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious experi- known to
kill more than is cured,” and those not
ments. It can be obtained by sending address, with posSurykMl advlBer, to call at his Kooinv. M Kndlcott St
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
tage, to T. W. EVANS it CO.. No. O South Eighth
Boston, Mass., which they will tin,! uriamred i.
tln li
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
Street, Philadelphia.
special iieeommodation.
N OSTR U M-M A Iv E R S.
We -to in> offer a ingle article ol merchandise, that
i rs r o
1>K, DIX having devoted over twentv
to ihu
j.tjrs
can
be
sold by regular dealers ut our price. We do not
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
DR. OTiim. *-iS HoimI Sit.. A. V., treats all priparticular branch ot the treatment .t all diseases p. en:
ask you to b ay goods from us uni -ss we can sell them to
no other remedy, lie relies upon Mercury, and gives it
No. 11 PHCEKIX ROW,
vate diseases, Seminal Emissions, Iinpoteucy,
females, it in now conceded bv all, U»th in this t<>ui
&c.
than you can obtain them in any other way,—
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, See., so the Nostrumcheaper
in
try and Europe,i that he excels all other known pi ts tic
establishment
if
desired. Thousands of
Boarding
while the greater part m our goods
adds to his so-called Extracts,
and see the largest stock of
loners In the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of n
an; sold ut about
cases from every State indie ite the Doctor's skill.
Seal- maker, equally ignorant,
female complaints.
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
ed pamphlet for stamps.
Ills medicines sire prepared wirh the express
curing a few in a hundred, i; is trumpeted in various
iKTow Purnituro
purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility,
ways throughout the land; but, alas I nothing is said of
weakness, uu
nairla^c Ring-.—Essays for young men, the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and ever offered in this
We want good reliable agents in every pan ot the natural
PARLOR SI'ITS oi tlie
.it the womb, ai«*o aft
city.
suppressions,
enlargements
free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD ASSOCIA- are left to linger .and Butter for montho or
years, until re- LATEST STYLES
Country, tty employing your spare time to form clubs discharges which flow from a morbid stati id the bl.x.d
TION, Box P. Philadelphia, Penn.
lieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians,
ami sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal The Doctor is now
•I U H F
O 1> K N I N <
fully prepared to treat in his peeul
either in €'»»!■ or Jf ••rcIsaiMli#**, undj Style, both medically Uti.l
commissions,
-urglo«ll> .III .If-ieasca «>t rf;
RUT ALT. QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
AT L4ST.—Watches superseded. The
all goods sent by us will be as represented, and we guar- female sex, and they are respect!uliy invited to eal p
! I.lllll! ! at the quality and prices of oar
Dollar Time Keeper. A perfect «»cui. Eleantee satisfaction to every one dealing with our house.
are
facts
known
the
10
A CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT
Notwithstanding
foregoing
i\’o. ‘il Rmlicotft Street, Hosnm
As the Holiday are coming, we are making special argantly cased in Oroide of Gold, superior compass attach- some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless CHAMBER
SETS. KTAtiERES, SIDE-BOARDS,
ment, enameled dial, silver and brass works, glass crys- ol the life and health of others, there are those
rangements to supply every one who reads our advertiseAll letters requiring advice must contain one d.chr »
among
Stc.
WHAT-NOTS,
&c.,
size
of
with
the
most
handsome
ladies'
and
useful
watch. Will denote correct time, them who even
ment,
tal,
Holiday pres- insure an answer.
perjure themselves, contradicting giving
warranted #i%« years, superb aud showy case, entirely of
ents that can be thought of or wished for, and to enable
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
at onr large stock of COMMON’ I-TiRNlBoston. Jan. 1 187r—lyr
metal. This is no w ootl compass.
them to procure them cheaply and expeditiously; we
Is entirely now, nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
A TURK. PINE CHAMBER 'SETS. BEDSTEADS,
will give to any one who will become our Agent, On«*
patented, 0,500 sold in three weeks. Only $1 each, proiessedly
fraction of it,” TABLES, CHAIRS. &e., &c.
or “the dollar,” or
curing,
three for
red
Free
Ticket*,
some
in neat case, mailed free. Trade supplied.
II mid
of the
enumerating
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
Address E. C. CHASE & CO., Springfield, Mass.
different articles from which you can make your
are deceived, also, and
and see our prices, so cheap that all can buy many
spend large amounts for experiselection ot Holiday presents.
ments with quackery.
JU{. FOSTER'S
A and not to be undersold in the State.
For returning full clubs from these Free Tickets, acDR. DIX’S
the cash, we will give the same extra precompanied
by
NOTICE.
charges ar" very moderate. Communications sacredly
tilts
C. D. FIELD.
A. B. MATHEWS.
miums that we now give, just the same as if you bad
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
OK AND Al'TEIi TUESDAY, DEC. :TII, THE
paid 10 cents for each one of your Tickets. We wish
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, conto understand that not any other firm in the bus!
you
dition or situation of any one, married or single.
SIEAMEK
Railroad
Bank.
ness can compete with us in
Medicines sent
any way whatever.
Mail and Express to all parts of t ie
by
As
these free tickets aVe only good for the Holiday
United States,
w
"'VT'OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. That application you must send in your orders before the L'Utb of JanAll letters
contain
must
one
advice
dollar
to
requiring
will be made to the next Legislature ot Maine, by uary, WO.
insure an answer.
the undersigned and associates, for tin* chart* r of a SavIn every order amounting to over TO, accompanied by
Address Du. L.Dix,No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
ings Bank, to be located at Belfast, and be called The the cash, the Agent may retain .$•-*.oo, and in every order
Boston Jan. 1 lh70—1 yr
Railroad Savings Bank—with the same rights aud of over $loo, $3.00 may be retained to
fi
powers, and subject, to the same obligations and restricKL A T
x> I M.
THE EXPRESS
tions as have been heretofore made with respect to exist- PAY
R
This oiler is more especially to assist
ing corporations of the kind in the State ot Maine.
GATT. 11ENKY S. RICH
Agents in the
A. IIA V FORD,
Western and .Southern States, but is open to all custom-00\V. H. SIMl'SON,
era.
-CUT ATA Sure Curo and Instant Relief
Will make but one trip per week during the winter.
W. T. COLBURN,
< « n n imioi s
S, L. MIL LI KEN.
will
be
Belfast
ten
Leavingevery TUESDAY. Returning-,
paid
per cent, in Cash o- MerchanWM. C. MARSHAL!.
Agony
.
For
ili>r
»
when they fu.i. \ v thkii: kntirk ci.u
leave Boston every FRIDAY.
GEO. G. WELLS,
lor which
.1. II. WADI.IN,
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09
< rlow we
tf'1*
give a partial List of Commissions
Agent,
So. lO II iKh XU.
1TIOS. W. PITCHER,
<r>
burns,
For an order of
$:iO, from a club of thirty, we 3
.1. W, PITCHER.
M
will pay the Agent, as
commission, 28 yds. Drown or
A. 1). BEAN,
Neuraleu.i.
bleached Sheeting, Good Dress
S3)
Vessel for Sale.
Pattern, Wool Square y-J
Dr.
CHARLES D. Eli ! 1>,
Aromatic
o
Ph
Miawl, French Cassimerc Pants and Vest Pattern, Fine
II. II. FORBES,
o
TH E schooner SENATOR, 34 tons O. M. Removes from
Diarrhoea.
huge
White
or
in
$-'{.00
cash.
p
the system the ill effects caused by the exCounterpane, etc., etc.,
\\ M. P». SWAN.
Is in "Ood order and well found in
For an order of
sails, cess vc use of alcholic liquors, and
J$.»0. from a club of fifty, we will
®
destroys
CHARLES BAKER,
<
the
'olio.
!<a
ri^"in^, cable, &c. Will be sold very low. the appetite for these stimulants. It effectually
as
45
Agent,
Commission,
yds. Sheeting, One
gives tone to debil.1. C. THOMPSON.
K, B. GARDNER,
p; u heayy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dres>< Pattern, Handitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
KALEB.
JOSEPH II.
some Wool
the system,thereby restoring It to normal healthful conCites atul Stiiu's.
3
Square Shawl, Silver-Case Watch, etc., etc., s-i
Buckspoit.
Belfast, Nov. 22, 1801).
or $5.00 in cash.
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
For an or«l«*r of
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Comfrom a club of tie hun$100,
6c
dred. we will
g
plaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
pay the Agent, as Commission, 100 yds.
Room to Let
gimd yard-wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case
Rowels in a
This elegant preparation j
manner.
Sirk \ Nervous HeadRoom in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s store, has stood the speedy
Watch,
Rich
of
all
Wool
Suit
French
Wool
A
full
test
ot
before
Long
Shawl,
wine-glass
eat- j
r|1IIE
years.
< assimere, etc.,
X. and under the .Journal office. Apply to the editor ing will give a
etc., or $10 in cash.
good appetite, and prevent all suffering- !
o
ol this paper.
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Pimples on the Skin,
We do not employ any Travelling Agents, and cusfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitu- 1
rt
&9
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting to
Belfast, Dec. 22.
tI25
tions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
•—
in
Worms
Children.
he
our
c_|
unless
full
will
insure
before retiring
sweet and re
agents,
wine-glass
personally acquainted.
106 SUDBURY
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
WEWM .tlOWEY ALWAYS MV MEUIft.
Ask your Druggist for it, and i f tie has m t got it, he
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
Yellow Ash WantedTEBIEU EETTEIIN.
null order it for you.
Boston, Massat 50
$1.00 Principal Depot, 15 Central !
For
lull
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association
send
QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from -10 to wharf,cents—quarts,
for
particulars
Catalogues.
ltoston. Sold by all druggists.
Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with flu•lo feet loug, to he hauled during t he winter.
No. 28 Winter Si., Bo.-ton, Mass.
Apply
Sold in Reliant by N. 4 HOWE* A CO.
(<*nt Combination
< ’<).,
( laltimi .uperior
PAKKElt
,V
to the editor ol ihis p ip« i.
Ibis Association areals l‘ioprl. tot and Manulactu
«tri|»
Im Stockton, by JOII 14 M. 4 *91 E* md >l Its
to any now in use, at redii«a*d
|
li br f> d t tt.,n b »?. fffltay
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]>? if
of l»r. I » f< f m f I\
‘HI & 100 Summon St., Boston. Maso.
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E. lil'IIMUI
iv.
JTif-All order* promptly attended to.
«-m-*-U
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r() Tli L WORKING CLASS.— We are now prepared
to lurnish all classes with constant employment at home,
the whole of the time or for the spare moments. Business new, light and profitable.
Persons ol either sex
easily earn lrom uOc. to $5 per evening, and a propertional sum by devoting their whole time to the business.
Boys and girls earn nearly ns much as men. That all
who see this notice may send their address, and test the
business, we make this unparalleled oiler : To such as
are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to
pnv fur the
trouble of writing, l ull particulars, a valuable sample,
which will do I<> commence work on. and a copy of The
People's Literary Companion—one of tin largest and
hest family newspapers published—all sent fn.c by mail.
Reader, if you want permanent, profitable work, address
K. •
ALI.FN Si Co Autii‘sta, Maim
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setts, and other works. He shows that it
was noted and ridiculed
by travelers from
other countries, and defended by the
people
which
it
among
prevailed ; that it was deTIi«*
nounced in a satire recited at an Oxford commencement ; that Jonathan Edwards thundered against it from his pulpit, Rev, Gilbert
Haven preached fervently in opposition to it,
and pious divines prayed for its
but that, nevertheless, it continued more or
less in vogue until after the Revolution, when
it fell into disuse from various causes—the
improved intelligence of the masses, their
more refined social condition, their bettere d
pecuniary state, which enabled them to live
in larger and more thoroughly warraeddwellings, the influx of a higher class of ini
migrants from Europe, and so on. We think
that Dr. Stiles has settled his point beyond
controversy, besides adding a curious chapter to the primitive history of the
country,
showing from what rude sources emanated
much of the genius, intellect and enterprise
upon which we pride ourselves. The Yankee may not like to have it known that his
ancestors wore given to
“bundling,” or the
F, F. V. of the Old Dominion that his groat
great grandma was sold to some speculator
in the matrimonial market. But the truth of
The New Haven Palladium tells a horrible
history must be preserved ; and such things
story of brutality to a wife to the following
have
been.
undoubtedly
[Albany Journal. effect: Alexander McCrady went with his wile
from Plymouth to Waterbury to pass Christthe way home they quarreled, and
When I see on old man
marry ayoun" mas. On
wife I consider him starting out on a bust" McCrady, who wasslightly intoxicated, seized
or I am reminded of the
parable in the his wife and threw her out of the wagon,
Bible, of new wine and old bottles.
breaking both bones of her leg below the knee.
He then told her she must walk the rest of the
woman being unable to rise
So many men are very “short” about this way, but the poor
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